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ABSTRACT
The future p;eneration of naval high performance ships, such as the
Surface Effect Ship and Hydrofoil, suffer from the fact that they are
invariably endurance limited. Although a nuclear propulsion plant could
resolve this problem, current naval pressurized water reactor systems
including collision btilkheads and increased weight for foundations and
electrical propulsion machinery translate into too great a specific
propulsion weight for utilization on weight limited high performance ships.
Through the utilization of parametric weight models, the limits of nuclear
specific propulsion weight as a function of ship type, displacement, pay-
load weight fraction and speed viBS determined. Having established these
limits, nuclear propulsion systems which might be suitable for high perform-
ance ships were investigated and their corresponding specific propulsion
weights were estimated. The potential of these systems was then predicted
for the high performance ships in terms of payload weight fraction, speed
and displacement.
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In October, 1973, with the flare-up of the Arab-Israeli conflict,
the fossilsfueled Sixth Fleet of the U. S. Navy, although able to admi-
rably discharge its responsibilities, (Ml) felt the Achilles Heel of being
tied to a hydrocarbon umbilical cord. So it was really no great surprise
when on Aufcust 5, 1974, House Bill No. 14592 was signed into law by
Congress
•
The statute (Figure 1), commonly referred to as Title VIII, has the
naval ship design and acquisition community in a turmoil due to the fact
that current pressurized water reactor (PWR) system weight limits the
smallest conventional displacement ship, with current payload weight
fractions, to approximately 8500 tons. Therefore, if the Navy abides by
the letter of the law, there will be few if any small, austere ships
—
and cost is a direct function of size. This then has grave implications
if the U. S. Navy is to achieve its stated floor of 600 ships by 1985
with present fiscal restraints.
Against the background of this ship size-nuclear propulsion plant
weight dilemma has been the emergence of the naval high performance ship
technology viiiich seeks to maximize ship speed even in high sea states.
Through the utilization of high performance ship standards (i.e. very low
specific machinery box weight, austere habitability standards, increased
automation, low ship hull structural density, low specific electrical
weight, essential manning concepts coupled with "mother ship" supported
Integrated Logistic Support, and fitted-to-ship weight optimized payloads),

























Sec. 801. It is the policy of the United States of
America to modernize the strike forces of the United
States Navy by the oonstzniction of nuclear powered
major combatant vessels and to provide for an adequate
industrial base for the research, development, design,
construction, operation, and maintenance for such vessels.
New construction major combatant vessels for the strike
forces of the United States Navy authorized subsequent to
the date of the enactment of this Act becones law shall
be nuclear powered, except as provided in this title.
Sec. 802. For the purposes of this title, the term
"major c<mbatant vessels for the strike foroes of the
United States Navy** means •>•
(1) combatant submarines for strategic or tactical
missions or both;
(2) combatant vessels intended to operate in com-
bat in aircraft carrier task groups (that is, aircraft
carriers and the cruisers, frigates, and destroyers
which accompany aircraft carriers); and
(3) those types of combatant vessels referred to in
clauses (1) and (2) above designed for independent
combat missions where essentially vinlimited high speed
endurance will be of significant military value.
• Sec* 8O3. The Secretary of Defense shall subodt to
Congress each calendar year, at the same time the
President submits the budget to Congress under section
201 of the Budget and Accounting Act, 1921 (3I U.S.C. 11),
a written report regarding the application of nuclear
propulsion to major combatant vessels for'be strike
forces of the United States Nanry. The report shall
identify contract plaoenent dates for their construction
and shall identify the Department of Defense Five Year
Defense Program for construction of nuclear powered
major combatant vessels for the strike foroes of the
United States Navy.
Sec. 804. All requests for authorizations or ^ppro-
pidations from Congress for major combatant vessels for
the strike forces of the United States Navy shall be for
construction of nuclear powered major combatant vessels
for such foroes unless and until the President has fully
advised the Congress that oonstruction of nuclear powered
vessels for such purpose is not in the national interest.
Such report of the President to the Congress shall include
for consideration by Congress an alternate program of




lift/buoyancy sustension hybrids have shown calm water speed up to 100
knots and high sustained speeds up to sea state 6. As Mandel has noted
(Ml) however, gains in speed have been due to the reduction in specific
machinery box weight rather than iraprovenents in the lift to drag ratio.
Although with the advent of aircraft derivative gas turbines, the
small high performance ship has achieved viability, for this fossil-fueled
ship there still remain disadvantageous tradeoffs that must be made between
displacement, range, speed, and payload weight fraction. In particular,
high performance ships are endurance limited, i.e. their "staying" cap»>
billty is low. Only a light weight nuclear propulsion plant can provide
the combination of unlimited endurance and high speed so tactically
desirous
•
The idea of light weight nuclear reactors is not a new one. However,
with any technology, the movement of events must be at times just right
for a concept to come to fruition. Admiral Rickover's Naval Reactors
Program has marched up a measured ladder in developing the pressurized
water reactor, building the first sodium cooled system, investigating gas-
cooled and organic cooled reactors, introducing natural circulation, and
leading numerous reactor advances, all aimed at maintaining safe, reliable,
rugged, maintainable plants. With a small, tightly controlled cadre of
manpower, the Admiral has then had primarily to concentrate upon meeting
short term requirements, upon immediate engineering and product management,
and up)on absorbing fleet lessons. Thus Naval Reactors has questioned the
long lead time, cost, and effort required to make stap changes as opposed
to orderly progressions, particularly when studies have shown that most
proposed light-weight reactor concepts would necessitate relaxed standards
16

in ship quieting, radundanoy. Maintenance area, shock standards, and
particularly in safety, i.e. shielding^ loss of coolant or depressurination
accidents, flooding, etc. It should be emphasized that it is this rugged,
reliable, safe record of Naval Reactors that has made the reactor such
a dominant force in the first place.
Outside of Naval Reactors, the U. S. Air Force and U. S. Navy investi-
gated lighVveight reactors for use on airplanes in the early 60*8 but
•ventually lost Ck>ngressional backing since shielding weight constraints
ooi4>led with the safety of an airborne vehicle brought the program to a
halt. Westinghouse and Los Alamos Laboratory also developed light-weight
reactors for the Nerva and Rover nuclear programs, but these reactors
were only designed for a reactor lifetime of one hour. Although some
ery generalised woric in a Navy study called Project 2000 studied the
future directions of naval high performance ship platform design and
propulsion technology, there has not been an in depth analysis of light-
weight nuclear propulsi(Hi plant applications to high performance ships.
The objectives of this study therefore became:
• Determine if there is a need for light-weight nuclear reactors
• Determine the specific propulsion weight limits for installing
nuclear propulsion plants in vaxdous high performance
ships
• Determine if there are any particular nuclear propulsion plants
that might be successfully utilized on high performance
ships and the necessary tradeoffs to effect this integration
•Detexvine if there is a "best" nuclear propulsion system and
"best" high performance ship to recommend for concentrated
Research and Development effort
17

•Detarmlne if a small high performance ship vrlth a nuclear propulsion
plant would be more cost beneficial in terms of the tactical
benefits and number of ships it might replace through
ejqpanded area coverage
To realize these objectives, this analysis will, after exaadning the
need for light-weight nuclear propulsion plants, especially on high
performance ships, determine the limits of nuclear propulsion weight as
a function of ship type, displacement, payload weight fraction, and speed.
After establishing these limits, possible nuclear propulsion systems and
their corresponding specific propulsion weights will be estimated. The
potential of these systems will then be investigated in terms of payload
weight fraction, speed, and displacement. Possible tradeoffs to achieve
light-weight nuclear plants will then be suggested and a method for further




THE REQUIREMENT FOR LIGHT-WEIQHT NUqEAR PROPUI^ION PLANTS
The purpose of this section is to firmly establish the need for light-
weight nuclear propulsion plants. This will be done by examining the
evolving technology of high performance ships and examining their endurance
limitations. The cunrent nuclear propulsion plant weight limits will then
be explored to determine if a light-weight reactor is indeed warranted.
2.1 Hiatorical Prespective
Throughout the history of seapower, assessing technological breaic-
throughs correctly and seising the initiative has been essential. For
instance, John Hawkins and his cousin and prot^e'' Francis Drake forsake
contempory thought and pressed for Queen Elizabeth's fleet to be built
as floating anti-ship gun platforms emphasizing speed and mobility, contrary
to the popular boarding and lofty for&-and-aftcastle designs of the day*
Though a certain proportion of Great Ships were built to overawe the
enemy and for close work irtien it could not be avoided, the flush decked
(or nearly flush decked), low freeboard ship of three or more beams length
with an increasing aiKiunt of long culverins irtiich could throw a 17-pound
ball li miles becaie standard in the Queen's Navy. It was a technological
••••ssment that contributed to victory over the Spanish Armada in I588 and
ax^ced the rise of England as a leading sea power (P6).
Assessmwits can backfire, too, though. Following the year the USS
Waapanoag attained the maxlaiai speed of 17*75 knots and the sustained speed
of 16 knots on her trials (the fastest time for a self-propelled ship up
to 1868), a board headed by Rear Admiral L. M. Goldsborough recommended
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thftt the ship be redesigned to oarry more sail pover at the expense of
her stean poirer* Purthemore, the Secretary of the Navy issued a general
order requiring that all ships of the Navy except tugs and dispatch ships
be fitted with full sail power. The Waapanoag and her sister ship
Awaonoosuc were condemned as unfit for naval service and laid up. The
Ooldsborough board also reconmended that four>bladed screws be replaced
with less efficient two-bladed screws which could be lined up vertically
with the keel to reduce drag when under sail. (P6).
The saga of the marriage of the nuclear reactor and the submarine and
the enhancem«it of its ci^ability through the Polaris missile are modem
examples of accurate technological assessments. Now with the advent of the
hi^ perfonuttioe ship — accurate, tiaiely assessments must be made.
2.1.1 Operational Realities
Contiiraed U. S. global responsibilities and reduced "friendly"
logistic bases dictate that highly independent, fast reaction sea power
be maintained. Unfortunately, however, present naval ships are primarily
low speed, burst capability ships tied to a hydrocarbon iimbilical cord.
Although present nuclear powered ships are invariably high displace-
ment, high oost ships, their tactical benefits as listed below are unques->
tionabls.
1 • Virtually unlimited endurance at high speeds which gives
:
(a) increased taetioal flexibility and freedom of independent
action
(b) capability to cycle in high speed transit to and from distant
and less vulnerable sources of ammunition, aviation fuel,
and other siq^ilies needed to continue in action
20

2* ItodnMd vulnerability due to:
(a) freedon froa dependence upon replenishment in areas of high
threat
(b) iaprofved capability for sealing ship against nuclear, biolog-
ical, and oheadcal attack
(c) enhanced opportunity to use evasive transit tracks
3* Slgnifieantly reduced dependence upon logistic support giving:
(a) deereased requirenent for aobile support forces
(b) radneed requirsMenta for fuel at bases and propositioned
at depots
%• Oreaier attaok effeetivenesa due to:
(a) abili^ to be on attaok station a higher percentage of time
(b) Inereased ability to exploit weather c(Miditions
5* Radneed naintenanee effort on hulls of ships and aircraft by
aliwination of eorroaive stack gases (Rl)
2>1>2 Taelaialogical Inplicatlone
One of the hopes for better ship oost effectiveness is through expanded
area ooveraco by Increasing sustained speeds. As the sustained speed
anraildblo to a ship inoreaaeo, the nunber of ships required for tasks
ranging froi ASM barrier patrol to aonobooy distribution decreases, the
inroataant in a given force aise goes down, and the nunber of escort ships
per tank foreo group or elenent is analler* This is an intriguing concept
if a high anatained apeed, highly independent ship iiith good payload could
bo bniXt* For oven if this ah^ were to oost nore than a conventional
oooniorpart* uliloh it noat certainly woold, the speed advantage would
allov it to bo a »oro coat bonoficial ship. This would be true, especially
21

if it w«r« a small ship which reduced the biggest fiscal culprit — man-
power*
Certain technological developments seem to be pushing the feasibility
of high performance ships. Among these are the following:
(1) Evolving experience in design, production, and fabrication of
low hull structural density materials such as aliuninum and
titanuim
(2) Development of electronic automatic height sensing devices
irtilch enable the fully submerged foil angle of attack to be
rapidly vaxded in anticipation of ocean wave motion
(3) Development of low specific machinery box weight gas turbine
plants
(k) C<mtinued development of light, adaptable superconducting
generators and motors
(5) Development of light-weight planetary gear systems
(6) Continued work on supercovitating propellers and foils
(7) Continued effort in retducing specific electrical weight through
400 \i^ systems
(8) Evolution of certain drag reduction vehicles through novel
sustension means that can maintain high speeds in high sea states
These so called high performance ships which offer such great




2,2 Appliotiopg of High Performance Shjpe
One method popularly utilized in olaesifying different ship forms is
by identification of the sustention forces. As shown by Jewel (Jl), the
suatension forces can be illustrated in the form of an equilateral triangle
with the vertices representing the pure forces (Figure 2):
X vertex -> unpowered static lift (buoyancy)
7 vertex — powered dynamic lift (foils)
s vertex -» powered static lift (air cushion)
As can be noted in the triangle, ccmventional displacement ships,
hydrofoils, and air cushiwi vehicles are representative of single lift
force vehicles at the x, y, and % vertices respectively, of the sustension
triangle* Mixture lift force vehicles can be noted such as the 10^
buoyant lift, 90)( foil dynanic lift Large Hydrofoil Hybrid Ship (LAHHS)
at (1,9,0) and the 10^ buoyant lift, 903^ air cushion lift Surface Effect
Ship (SES) at (1.0,9).
The incentive for advanced marine vehicles has been the ever present
operational commander's desire for more speed, better seakeeping, or a
combination of both* As opposed to an evolving threat scenario which
"pulls" most conventional displacement ship evolutions, technological
breakthroughs auoh as reduction in specific machinery box weight through
marlnised aircraft derivative gas turbines and increased experience with
low hull strootoral density materials such as Al - 5086 hove "pushed" the
high speed marine v^icle* However, it should be remembered that destroyer
type hull fox«s such as the faeous Parragut class succeeded in attaining
speeds in the 35 - ^ knots range seme ^0 years ago. The limiting factor
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kindlinoss, 1. e. dock wetness, slam Induced structural fatigue limits,
and motion habitability limitations. The following subsections explain
certain unique features of particxilar high performance ships that currently
ooabine high speed and improved seakeeping. (Appendix A includes tabulated
characteristics of various naval ship types).
2.2.1 Hydrofoils
This dynamic foil lift vehicle can retain its speed into high sea
states because the hull is decoupled from the sea surface. Its seaway
response is largely governed by the design length of the foil struts and
the specific type of dynamic control syston employed. Preliminary designs
such as the DESi and HOC have been extrapolated for ocean escort service
and a 230 ton PHM has been built for NATO utilization.
2.2.2 Surface Effect Ship (SE3)
The Surface Effect Ship is a captured air bubble vehicle with hard
sidewalls and bow and 8tez*n seals. Two types are actively being studied,
the low 1
„
/b - SES and the high 1 </b c SES ( 1 „ and b „ are cushion length
and beam respectively). For a constant cushion density ^a-ZsTAZ »
where Wq- gross weight of SES (Ibm)
^c-^c^c ('*^)
a high 1^ /b^ SES manifests lower total drag in the lower speed regime
since wavemaking drag is the predominant drag. Aroxmd 60 knots, however,
depending on the displacement, the low \l^ SES manifest a lower drag
since frictional drag becomes predominant. A 2200 ton low \. /b^ SES
25

l0 b«ing contemplated for possible production and testing.
2.2.3 Smsll Waterplene Area Twin Hull (SWATH)
The major nonoonventional characteristic of this ship is its small
waterplane area which moves the main box hull away from the waterline thus
reducing ship motion due to wave action. The submerged hull provides an
excellent sonar platfona and the dual stem is ideal for twin screw
propttlsion. These features combined %rith the large platform area make
the concept very attractive for a small escort ship with air capabilities.
2>2>i» Air CuBhion Vehicle (ACV)
The ACV as distinguished from the SBS does not have hard piercing
sldewalla. Rather, in line with its projected onphibious and Arctic roles,
it aaplojrs either peri-cell skirts or bag and finger skirts, and shrouded
air propellers. Amphibious ACVs, known as the JEFF A and JEFF B, are
currently being built to carry a 60 ton paylomd at 50-knots in sea state
two with a 25.knot headwind on a 100 F day.
2»2»5 High Perfox^ance Displacement Ski a (HPDS)
This scni-planing low c g , high 1/b Series 6k displaconent monohull
differs primarily from other conventional displacement ships in that it is
deslgnad to hydrofoil (HOC) design criteria and standards. (Appendix B
details the difference in design criteria between hydrofoils and various
•orfsoe ships.) By utilising hydrofoil design standards, Grostick (01)
•howed that a displacement hull form of similar size to a hydrofoil would
carry more psylosd and has the same speed and endurance as the hydrofoil
at hi^ speeds and a greater endurance at lower speeds. Thus the foil
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8y8t«m weight nay be traded for payload and/or speed when h^rofoil
standards are utilized for displacenent ship design* A preliminary design
to verify these theoretical results is ongoing atM. 1. T. (B?)*
2*2.6 High PerfowMuaee Hybrids
There are also conbinations of sustension systems such as the Large
Hydrofoil Hyforld/Ship (LAHHS) azid the Small Waterplane Area Air Cushion
Ship that are currently being evaluated since they provide better plat-
forms capabilities than "pure" vrtiicles and eliminate certain sise
limitations which acclst presently such as for the hydrofoil. These vehicles
are still In the oonoeptual design phase (M6).
2.3 FoslL-Fueled Ship Par—etric Relationships
Depending on the ship displacenent, maximum speed, and design criteria
and standards atlllsed, the weight fraction which can be allocated for
fuel and the propulsion system is constrained. The weight fraction
required for the pr<^>ulsion system is established once the type of propulsion
plant to be utilized is determined. This is due to the fact that the
particular plant type delineates a specific machinery weight. Therefore,
since the partloolar ship displacenent and msKlmum speed delineate the
•peclfle power, the propulsion weight fraction is fixed as shown below and
in Figure 3.
^^-^ ^^ r <r^^ WT . ^^ ^ i (2.1)
where GP2 VIT <- weight of propulsion machinery















A " full load displacement of ship (tons)
m^ ^ - propulai<m system weight fraction (dlnensionless)
^^ iu ^^ speciftc machinery weight (Ibn/shp)
-^~-
- specific power (shp/ton)
Since hi^ perfonianoe ships require high specific power, for a
certain propolsion plant weight fraction, this translates into low specific
aohinery weights, i.e. gas turbine plants.
GP J, WT
SHP oQ
1 //^SHP ) (2.2)
PortherMore, and equally important, this also means that endurance is
redttoed.
£ = -^ • -^ . -3-3^^ (2.3)
where E endurance at an endurance speed (hrs)
W^ • weight of fuel (tons)
A «• full load displacement of ship (tons)
SHP •" shaft horsepower for an endurance speed
SPC speoific fuel consumpticm at an endurance speed
(Ibm/shp hr)
f v/Speclfio\
or fEnliirano^\^Power J - Fuel Weight Fraction (2.4)
Speoifio Fuel Ccmsu^ption
Since present technology limits SFC to 0.5 ±0.2 Ibm/shp hr at endurance




/EnduranceN /Specific PowerA _ 4480 /^Fu«l Weight']
\ in hours/ [ in Hp/Ton / [ Fraction / (2.5)
Therefore, if the fuel weight fraction is fixed, endurance varies inversely
with specific power.
£ oC y(^) (2.6)
Recalling that range is endurance times speed, estimates of range for
differing ship types can be detemined.
R - E« V (2.7)
where R range (nm) at endurance speed V (kts)
Substituting Equation 2.7 into Equation 2.3 yields:
R • -^^ = -^ • -^ • -^-1^0 (2.8)
< u p
**•"*• ^ 7 V specific resistance or transport efficiency^ shp A
(ton kt/
-h^ - fuel weight fraction (non-dimensional)
If specific resistance is norwdimensionalised and as before 0.5 Itm/SHP-
hr is substituted for SPC:
A . V " PC L/0 V ^2.9)
/"Specific ^ /Fuel Weight'j
fRange in nm) \ Resistance/ ~ 652 \^ Fraction / ( .10)
where PC - propulsive coefficient - EHP/SHF
D * drag force at velocity V
L " lift force (static, dynamic, buoyant, thrust)
EHP * effective horsepower (horsepower actually getting into
water)
Estimates of endurance and range for typical ship types using Equation 2.4
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This is an overly simplistic analysis particularly with respect to
dynanie lift vehicles since drag changes as fuel is burned off.
idiere W * instantaneous ship weight (Ifam)
xr""fe)^ - r-r^..:)^. (2.13,
trtiere W^." ship gross weight (Ibm)
cLR- VUi c.nd R, = J/ VcLi: (2.13)
Assuning V is a fixed velocity and SFC and W/SHP are constants at that
velocity
c -i_ ^ I /C__L___ ^
^ - 5/^c • 3^ • In \±- w^/Wft/ (2.14)
y ^ . / i N
^ = 3rc * Thp ^ I^ \i- VI^/Wc J (2.15)
where Dg" equivalent drag in Ibm (including lift power)
This so called Brequet correction alone means that for a fuel weight
fraction of 0*30, the range is 19^ greater than for the non-Brequet approach.
Furtheraore, high perfomance vehicles are generally more nearly operating
at their aost efficient speeds at top speeds as opposed to conventional
ships whose drag curve rises directly with speed increase. However, for very
general trends, as shown in Figures k and 5t there is a strong tendency
for reduced range for high performance ships.
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It should be pointed out that in the prelininary design, there are
also certain technological limits idilch also presently Unit the dis-
placement parameter »a shown In Table 2. Porthermore, If the specifIc
resistance for particular vehicle types and displacement are plotted as a
function of speed, the most efficient speeds can also be bracketed. Figure
6 demonstrates for various 1000 ton displacement high performance ships,
the most efficient speed dcmains are as follows
t
SHIP TYPE MOST EFFICiaiT SPEED (KTS)
High Ic/hc SB5 25 - 50
Low 1J\SIS 70 - 100
Hydrofoil 35 - ^5
SWATH 20-30
ACV 60-80
Planing Hull (300 ton) 55 - 65
Then since the displacement, speed, and range all are in some manner
oonstrained, the payload will also be constrained. It then essentially
bdcaies a tradeoff for a pax*tieular fossil-fueled ship type designed to
certain standards between endnranoe and payload for a constrained displace-
ment*
At this point payload «ei«^t should adequately be defined. Payload
in the oontert of this analysis is the portion of the ship's displacement
attributable to its primary militaxy mission, excluding mobility factors.
Using tha Ship Vfork Breakdown Struoture System Classification (Nl) as
dafined in Table 3, payload then is eoanand and surveillance (Weight Group










vehicue; HAX SIZE (TONS) LIMITING PROBLEHS
HytbromiL a) Foil weight Problems
b) Wing loading due to
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ACV 1000 a) Excessive structural
weight fraction
b) For air propulsion,
sise of propellers






b) Ig/b^ ratio limited
by structural
considerations
HPDS Unknown a) Structural liaiits of
low hull structural
density materials












































Group 1 Hull Struoture
FriHing, Shell Plating, Bulkheads, Decks, Deok House
Structure, Masts, Foundations
Oreup 2 Propulsion Plant
Prlae Movers, Transaission Systens, Propulsors, Propulsion
Support Systems (Fuel Oil & Lube Oil)
Oroop 3 Eleotrio Plant
Power Generation Systeas, Power Distribution Systems,
Lighting System, Power Generation Support Systems
Group 4 Command and Surreilanoe
Command & Control Systems, Nairigation Systems, Exterior
Ci—iintiiatione. Surface & Subsurfaee Sensors, Countexw
measures. Fire Control Systems
Groiq> 5 Anxiliary Systems
Heating, Ventilation & Air Conditioning Systems, Se»-
water Systems, Freshwater Systems, Anchor, Mooring &
Boat Handling Systems, Foil Systems it Controls
Group 6 Outfit snd Furnishings
Non-Structural Compartmentation, Painting, Insulation,
Deok Covering, Messing, Berthing & Sanitary Facilities,
Furnishings and Fixtures, Coaaissary Equipment, Office
Funaishings, Storeroom Fixtures
Oro^> 7
Gun Systoms, Missile Lannehing Systems, Torpedo Launching
Systems, Ammunition Stowage and Handling Systems
Loads Personnel - Crew and Crew's Effects
Stores - Fresh, Frosen and Dry Foodstuffs
General Stores -
Fuel Oil * For Main Propulsion, Power Generation
Lubricating Oil -
Potable Water -
Ammnnition - For Ship's Weapons
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related to the military mission; ammunition, aircraft, and aircraft related
stores*
2A Current Nuclear Frepulsion Weight Limits
The design tradeoffs would be greatly simplified if a virtually
unlimited endurance nuclear propulsion plant could be installed on all
naval ships. Unfortunately weight problems conplioate the situation.
2.4.1 Description of the Naval Pressurized Water Reactor
The naval pressurised water reactor system consists of a nuclear
reactor core contained in a pressure vessel; a primary coolant system ii^ch
renoves the heat generated in the core and transfers it t» the secondary,
or steam system; a steam machinery plant for propulsion and electric power
generation; and radiation shielding. The primary coolant system consists
of one or more loops, each having one or more coolant pui^s, a steam
generator (boiler), a pressurizing vessel, and connecting piping with
^>propriate valves.
Since the coolant water becomes radioactive in passing through the
reactor core, radiation shielding is required around the portion of the
plant idiich contains radioactive coolant in order to protect personnel.
A separate reactor shield sxu*rounds the pressure vessel; this shield
provides sufficient attenuation of the direct radiation from the reactor
core to permit access to the reactor compartment when the reactor is shut
down.
The steam produced in the separate secondary ciroxiit by the heat
exchanger is nonradioactive, therefore, the steam propulsion machinery
need not be shielded. This machinery and the necessary auxiliaries for
kO

•l«otrlo pow«r geiMratlon, control, and other functions are arranged in a
conventional way in the engine rooM and auxiliary machinery rooos, outside
the reactor oom>artaent.
2«4*2 Conparative Analysis of Similar Cruiser Classes:
Nuclear vs Fossil-Fueled
To detendne the ship impact of the naval pressurized water reactor
system an examination of similar exniiser classes was made. The Cp-16
(OSS Uahy) was cc^pared to the aiN.25 (USS Bainbridge) and the CO-26
(USS Belknap) to the OQN-35 (DSS Tmxton). These choices were made based
on the fact that the 09-16 and OOM-25 are similar in size, mission area
em>abilities, and designed and built during the same time frame, as were
also the 00-26 and OOII-35* The one major difference is that the OQ-I6
and 00-26 each here four 1200# boilers; OaN-25 and OGN-35 each have two
D20(0E) pressurised water reactors* Since the mission area, i.e. payload,
is essentially the same, the reactor system weight Impact should be evident
if nomalised in terms of specific propulsion weight (Ibm/SHP).
Comparing the propulsion system weights (Group 2) reveals that the
nuclear Tersicn has a specific machinery box weight of 'v^90 llmi/SHP as
opposed to^25 Ibm/SHP for the fossil-fueled version. In addition, the
fossil-f^ieled cruiser has about 48 Ibm/SHP devoted to fuel to attain a 8000
Bsatical endurance at 20 knots, which someirtiat equalises the weights between
the aaclesr mod fossiL.fueled cruisers. However, there are other weight
increases also necessitated on the nuclear rersion.
In addition to the basic nuclear propulsion plant, weight must also
be devoted to stmctural/coUision bulkheads to protect the reactor, fouiw
daticn, weight increases to support the very dense reactor, and increased

•loetrical plant weight to support the nuclear plant -^30 Ibm/SHP. When
all this is accounted for the total impact becomes:
- Overall Group 2 Weight Group 2 Weight Group 1' Weight
«• - SHP - SHP "*" SHP
.
Group 3* Weight ^ 120 Ibm/SHP (2,i7)
SHP
^
where Groi^) 1* Waif^ht * increased weight of structural/collision
bulkheads and foundations for a nuclear
ship
Group 2' Weight • propulsion machinery weight
Grot4> 3* Weight • increased weight required to support reactor
Sm • overall specific propulsion weight
Group 2 Weight -5-- specific machinery weight
SHP
Group 1' Weight "^^p specific hull weight increase
SHP
Group 3' WeightsAt specific electric weight increase
SHP
For the foasil-fueled ship St'anl S^'—> O , l..e. S» - S^ for fossil-fueled
ship! and 601^ S^* ^f * S^' for the nuclear ship. This definition will
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Th«r«for«, to aoouratoly eompwrm tuo timllar ships, on« fosslL-fuslsd
and ofM niiol*ar powr^d, it i* noosssary to consider th« ovsrall spsoific
propulsion woii^t in any analysis* As can raadily be seen, the nuclear
plant forces increases in foundation ifoi^t, increased weight for collision/
stmotoral bulkheads md inereased weight in the electrical plant to support
the reaetor which totals ^ JO Iba/SHP, a specific weight about twice the
speeifie naohinery boat weight of the< entire gas turbine plant on the
PVO . 7 (/^^15 Vtm/SHP).
2*5 Yiabls Ship PUtfoww for Investigation
Aftor a general paroietrie exflaination of high perfomance ships, it
has been seen that fossiX-foeled high perfoxiftanoe ships such as the surface
•ffsot ship and hydrofoil roqoirs high specific powers and low specific
propulsion wei^ts. For fixed fuel weight fractions, endurance varies
larerssly with spseific power, therefore high perforaance ships are
•ndnrtfiee lladted* i*e* they hare low "stay" capability. A nuclear propulsion
plant woald etorieosly solve the problen* However, exaednation of current
naral pressurised water reactor weights reveal that the aaohinery box weight,
oollislon/stmotnral bulkheads weight, increases in propulsion foundation
weight, nd Inoraases In eleetrioal naohlnery weight directly in 8iq)port of
the naslear plant translates into sn overall specific propulsion weight of
abcmt 120 Itaa/SHP* This weight is too heavy for high perfoxvanoe ships
idiieh are qoiU weight United.
However, if Ui^t weight nnolear propulsion systens could be designed,
the probiM eoold be alleviated. In the next chapter the following will be
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• Since the oonventional dlspleoonent ship is a proven platform,
investigate the conventional displaosMent ship to detemlne the
ljq)sot of inproved weight reactor syst«M
* Investigate the high perfomanee displaoeaent ship slnoe it will show
the inpact of high perfomanee technology
* Investigate the hydrofoil since its ability to attain high speeds
vp to sea state 6 offers tmquestlcnable tactical advantages
• Investigate the low 1^ /b^ES since it offers the greatest speed
capability
The StiTH and hybrid hl^ perfoxaanoe ships will not be considered
due to the state of this technology* Porthezvore, the air cushion vehicle
will be eliminated from coBsideration due to its envisioned operating
area, i*e« amphibious operations which demand short ranges and Increases




SHIP CONSTRAINTS OF NUCLKitft PROPULSION PLANT DESIDN
A oo«p«t«ris«d ••luiitivity aiudysls vaa »ade to dtttemlne in a more
analytloAl BaivMr th« affacta of dl8plao«M«nt, spaed, range, and specifie
propulsion weight on payload weight for certain fossil-fueled and nuclear
eonrantional sud high parfonuoioa ships. The conventional displacement ship
was analysed to senre as an existing benohaark against the more unknown
qaalities of the high performance ships. Domains were determined for
Installing noolaar plants on these ships in terss of
1. Orersll spaoifie propulsion weight, S^
2* Spaed (maximnm sustained speed for conventional
displaoement spaed and full speed for high perfox«anee
ships
3* Displscsment
4* Zero wd 12)( weight fraction payloads
Althfsvi^ this ^aptar will only go into a general description of the
eempntar weight models utilitad, and present the major result^ Appendix B
•plains In detail each modal and provides a further explanation for the
ajer ramilts. i^ipendix D oontains the sctaal computer listing for each
walgiit nodal*
3.1 Method of Analarsls
The method ohoaan for naalyBlng the affect of propulsion plants on
high perfonunoe ships was through a smnsitivity analysis, i.e. freesing
oartsin ship paristars and varying a single parnaeter to determine its













••otitivity analyaes* As input to th« nodals the foHoirLng waB neoessaryt
1* Full load dlsplaoenent in tons and certain deaoriptive
coeffioienta auoh aa block coefficient, length-to»beam
ratio, oushion density, etc*
2. For all «Kcept the conventional displaconent ship, drag
oharaoteristios of the ships as a function of speed and
displsoeMsat* (Conventional displaoenent ship installed
power was detexvined froai a statistical study of existing
ships so that SHP « f(displao«Mnt, V/ZV )
3* Overall speeifio propulsion weights in Ibm/SHP - ^«
- Orotq) 2 Wei«ht/SHP •»- Oroiq) 1 • Weight/SHP -i- Group 3*
Weicht/SHP (The prises go to sero for fessil-fueled
ships since thsy are weight differences between two
similar ships — one fossil-fueled and one nuclear)
4. Ranges in nantioal niles at specific cruise speed
5* Indices to estimate other weight groups
At this point, for the oooventional displaoaaient ship, the naximom
sustained speeds to be investigated were read in. Before World War II,
the ship requireaents for speed of a ncral ship referred to the speed
that the ship eoald deaonstrate on trials over a neasured mile. After
World War U, howefver, operators insisted upon a "sustained speed"
regnirwiint envisioned as the speed a ship could make using the maxiBum
oeatinnoas power of its engines, allowing for a fouled botton r^resenting
the anrerage fouling of one to two years out of dry dock in head seas ;)ust
short of the severity that would cause the operator to reduce power.
Statistieal analysis produced a ^idgnent that the ooabined effect of fouling
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«k1 h«ad •••0 wonld iiior9«0« th« anr«rag« SHP r«quirod to aaintaln * giv«n
fpMd bj 25 .It* Th«r«for«, th« criteria was to etloulate the speed versus
SHP eurye for snooth water and olesr bottoi and slaply reading the
sustained speed on that curve at the BOfL full powsr point.
Unfortunately, for the hl^h perfonunce ships, since there are only
Interin procedures (LI) in U^t of the lack of true statistical data
on rough water drag reduction, the hydrofoil full speed was based on
eala water drag profiles with a correction factor of -t-lO.^ hullbome
and a 'f7*5)t foilhome* For the high performance displac«Bient ship, the
oorrsctloQ factor "f23,75J( was Mde, and for the SES a correction factor
of 20 .ll* Therefore, the old "sustained speed" or the "full speed" of the
high perfomanee ships are siailar In concept* The full speeds and
oerrssponslng drags of the high perfonunce ships were thus introduced*
It also bee«M necessary for the high perfoz«ance ship to use for
eadi speed a propulsive coefficient for a waterJet propulsicm systen or
for a sapsreairltatlng propeller to anticipate the possible use of either*
Fallowing these Inputs, the ship par«Mters were calculated as was
the anduranee and installed Shaft horsepower* Then the specific propulsion
weights were oltlplied by the Installed shaft horsepower to determine the
propulalen weight*
Oroop 2 Weight * Qrcnp V Weight * Group y Weight - S,X SHP
• Propoiiion Wel^t (3*1)
After this was completed, group weight fractions or parmMtric weight
equations were utilised to detendne the other weight grotq>s excluding




Sii^teUl • Otwap 1 Wtlfht Group 3 Vel^t -*- Oroup 5 Weight
Orovp 6 Weight •t- PcraoniMl ft Storm W«lght •*> Propolsion W«ight
(3.2)
^* ^><»nufcl« ftwl r«qalrtd for nngM at a speciflad oroise apaad was
than daiandnad depending on the assuMOd plant type (gas turbine, stean,
ediUH apeed dieaal, lov apeed dieael) and the ratio of endurance power
to inatailed power (See Appendix B for detaila of apeoifio fuel oon8uiq)tion
odals)* Pnal veicht waa then tdded to the aub-total weight to get a total
weiiht.
1harafora» the peorloeda beoiei
P^rload Valght (FMail-faalad) - Fall Load Displaeenent - Total Weight
(3.3)
PiqrloMl Vaicht (ItaeUar) - FOll Load DUplaoenant - Sub-Total Weight
(3.4)
Thia outpttt data waa than farther broken dowi aa outlined in the
fanowing aeetiona to reveal the affeeta of the propulaion plant on the
*ip.
3»2 Conrantiaoal Piti>laoa—it Ship V^'^flTl*
3.2,1 Daaoiption of Kodal
Iha oanraBtianal itlaplaoanant ship waa analysed through uae of the
Nandal veicht Mdal (H5)* In thia partioolar nodal the paranetrie weight
aqiaaiiana, andaranoe and iaatallad ahaft horaepower were baaed tq>on a
•tatiatioal atndy of a lavfa nonbar of eaciating conventional diaplacenent
ihipa boilt bafora 1970. The followii« ware apeoifio iiqputa:
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!• Poll load dlsplaoements (tons) — 1000, 2000, 3OOO, 4000,
5000. 6000, 7000, 8000. 9000, 10,000
2. Overall speciflo propulsion weight (Ibn/SHP) »- 5t lOt
20, 30, 50, 100, 120
3. Range at 20 knots (nm) — 1000, 2000, 3OOO, 4000, 6OOO,
8000, 10,000
4. Max sustained speed (knots) ~ 25, 28, 30, 35, 40
The specific ships analysed are described in Table 5*
3»2«2 Payload vs Speed for Varying Specific Propulsion Weights
As shOMn in Figures 8 and 10, gas turbine plants with £• 10.0
Ibn/SHP would vastly iaprove speed and/or payload weights as opposed to
installed steam plants with &m^ 20*0 Ibn/SHP. For instance, a gas turbine
plant withS," 10.0 Ibn/SHP could for a ship displaoeaent (zi will denote
displaoenent) of 10,000 tons and range of 8000 mt (20 knots cruise speed)
provide a 129^ weight fraction payload at about 40 knots nazimum sustained
speed. For a similar ship displaoaBent, a stevi plant with^ 20*0 Ihi/SHP
would for a 8000 m range and 129^ weight fraction payload, allow 35 knots.
It should be noted that eturrent gas turbine propelled conventional ships
such as FFQ-7 and DD^963 have 6««" 14*4 Ibn/SHP and 15*1 Ibm/SHP, respectively.
Present stean plants such as installed in FF-IO52 and OQ-16 have ^ = 26*7
Ibn/SHP and 24.6 ll»/SHP respectively.
Figures 8 through 10 morever deaonstrate that for conventional fossil-
fueled ships, since current U. S. naval commitments dictate trans-oceanic
ranges, only by reducing £« through use of gas turbines, will speeds and/
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Mor« «q)hatio«lly •••n In Tigarm 10 for a mediun speed dlesel with 6e<- 50*0
Ibn/SHP* Even thoof^ the aedltM speed dlesel offers the best fuel economy,
the vmoh greater overall speolflc propulsion weight negates the fuel savings*
However, if a nuolear plsnt Is substituted for the fossil-fueled plant,
the fuel Msy be essentially trsded In for a higher weight nuolear plant.
Unfortunately, as was shown In Section 2«4«2, the current naval pressurized
water resetor 6« is Halted t» 120.0 Ibsi/SUP. As can be seen In Figure 11,
for &• s 120*0 IbBi*SHP, the aanral pressurised water reactor can only be
installed on cruisers above 8500 tons and still provide 28 knots naxinum
sustained speed and 10 - 129( weight fraction payloads required by operational
eoHMnders. If the nuolsar plant specific propulsion weight could be
redaeed to about 30*0 Iton/SHP, the following options would materallaet
!• Current nyclear emlsers could Increase naximum
sustainsd speed to about 39 knots for i2f> payload, or
inorease payload weight fraction to 37j( and maintain
aTJsai sustained speed at 28 knots, or Increase payloai
to 23^ and speed to 35 knots.
2. Destroyer eoeorts with full load displacement of 300O
tons could aeqiuire nuolear endurance at 3k knots
sustained speed end i;^ weight fraction payloads.
3*2*3 lueler Wel^t Donains For Ship Installation
Ficora 12 shows for a naelear propulsion plant the reqidred £« for
varioos eonrentional ship displscanents and aairinua sustained speeds. The
56




































































dottad lin«0 liidieat« s«ro paylotd anA. the solid lines indicate i2$> weight
fraetion pagrload* Tve eonelnsions ean be seen:
1. As displacenent increases, e larger weight propulsion
plant ean be aoooMOdated*
2« As speed decreases, a larger weight propulsion plant
can be acconodated*
Figure 13 shows the coaplete atorj* Present pressurised water reactor
pltfits of 60,000 SHP require aboat 120 Iba/SHP such as a}N.25. This linits
speed md else to a ariwi svstaiiied speed of 28 knots and b500 tons with
a iH pajlead.
To gain nnelear endoranee oa SMiller conventional displaooaent ships
md/or increase artw sustained speed, the nuclear propulsion limit






















OOIIVHITIOIIAL DISPUCBffiNT SHIP &>LIMITS
DI3PL4C0IBIT
(WW)
PAXliOAD UEIDHT MAX SOSTAINED
SPEED (KTS) ^•(IWSHP)
2,000 28 62
2,000 12 28 ^5
2,000 30 ka
2,000 12 30 36
2,000 35 36
2,000 12 35 24
2,000 liO 22
2,000 12 kO 16
6,000 28 117
6,000 12 28 90
6,000 30 90
6,000 12 30 69
6,000 35 50
6,000 12 35 35
6,000 40 30
6,000 12 40 24
10,000 28 185
10,000 12 28 128
10,000 30 132
10,000 12 30 100
10,000 35 60




DISPLAC91EMT PAYLOiO) WEIGHT HAX SIJSTAINED
(TOWS) FRACTION i SPEED (KTS) ^o(lbm/SHP)
10,000 ^40
10,000 12 i|0 30
62

3*3 Hli» PTfon—no» Ship An«l3r»i»
3.3«1 D—erlptlon of Model
Th« hl|^ porfomanco ship was snaljsod through tha use of a h^npo*
thetieal displseflMont ship based on the HOC (Hydrofoil Ocean Combatant)
desi^ criteria (See Appendix B 2*2 for HOC design criteria) as applied
to a Series 6k Model htiOJ hull. The following were specifio inputs t
!• P^ill load displacanent (tons) ~ 1000, 2000, 3000, 4000
2. Speoifie propolsion weight (Ibn/SHP) -> 5. 10, 20, 30,
50, 100, 120
3* nmm^ at 20 knots (m) ^ 1000, 2000, 30OO, i«000, 5000,
6000
k. Poll speed (knots) — 20, 30, 40, 50, 60
The speoifie ships analjrsed art described in Table ?•
3*3*2 Psylosd vs Speed for Vsnrliuc Specific Propulsion Weights
CCMparlng Figure 14 to Figure 8 rereals that utilizing high perfomanoe
design criteria as aaibodied in the hydrofoil is one nethod in idiich speed
and/or paylosd naj be increased for a giren displacanent and overall specific
propulsion wei^t* This was shoim in nore detail in (G2) • Going to a
nadear plant* hi|^ perfonunoa criteria would allow the nuclear 6oto izv>
crease 120 to 400)( and still proride the sane payload and speed that a much
lower ^for a ocnrentional displaeenant ship would have been able to provide
I
(See Pigors 15), Par inatwea for ^k • 4000, sustained speed - 33 knots,
P^rload • 1650 tonst the RPDS rsqaired ^- 50.0 Ibn/SHP; whereas the convexw
tienal displae«Mnt ^« 15*0 Ifaa/SHP. The effects of high perfomance design
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1,000 30 38 116 3.05
1,000 12 30 28 96 3.43
1,000 40 17 73 4.29
1,000 12 40 12 60 5.00
2,000 30 48 114 2.38
2,000 12 30 36 93 2.58
2,000 40 22 94 4.27
2,000 12 40 16 76 4.75
3.000 30 59 130 2.20
3,000 12 30 44 108 2.45
3,000 40 26 110 4.23
3,000 12 40 19 90 4.74
^,000 30 60 160 2.67
4,000 12 30 52 131 2.52
4,000 40 29 120 4.14
4,000 12 40 21 98 4.67
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3.3*3 littcl»T Wtlght DoMdna for Ship IiwtallaUon
For mqiMrocritatlng propellsra and for waterJet propulsion eystens
the required nuele«r «$• for varioos displacenent and full speeds are plotted
in Picnres 16 and 17* Except for JO knots, allowed <$« goes up as a increases
and speed deoreases, although at lower levels than for the conventional
displaceaent rtiip.
For the aaxiMUM speed - 30 knots and z^ • 1000 t<»is there is a marked
increase in allowable £«• This is due to the fact that for this partio-
ular nodel there is a narked decrease in required shaft horsepower due to
wave oanoellatien effects* This occurs at about ^X/T - 1.69 for this
particular MMlel* For a 2000 ton HPIS, the allowable So increases markedly
for sinilar reaaona at 33*6 knots; for 3000 tons at 35^9 knots; and for
4K)00 tona at 37*7 knots.
Figures 18 and 19 sunaarlse the HPD6 results, thus illustrating one
possible rottta for putting hi^ar weight nuclear propulsion plants on
snallar diaplacanent ahipe —> go to hydrofoil design criteria. However,
this only suggests a possibility since the narriage of aluminum foundations
and concentrated reactor preaaure vaaael point loads might produce a
"atruetnral nightnare." Furthemore, hydrofoil standards reduce R/m/a
(reliability, naintainability, and crailabillty) idiich is most certainly
not oonpatibla with the design philoaophy of nuclear propulsion plants. It
does, however, suggeat the effacta of daaign criteria. Final results are
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1.000 12 30 96
1.000 40 73
1,000 12 40 60
1.000 50 ko
1.000 12 50 32
1.000 60 24
1.000 12 60 20
2.000 30 114
2.000 12 30 93
2.000 i«0 94
2,000 12 ko 76
2.000 50 50
2.000 12 50 42
2.000 60 30
2.000 12, 60 24
4.000 30 160
4.000 12 30 131
4,000 ko 120
4.000 12 kO 98
4,000 50 64
4.000 12 50 53
4.000 60 40




'^AmX D—cripjion of Modal
To analyse tha hydrofoil, at the lov end of the displacement spectrum
the aodal was based on the 230 ton PHM and at the high end the 1278 ton
HOC design. The foUoifing were specific inputs:
1. rail load displaoaAent (torn) — 230, 750. 1278
2. Spaoifio propulsion weight (Uon/SHP) .- 5, 10, 20, 30,
50, 100, 120
3. Range hullboma at 20 knots (na) ^ 1000, 2000, 3000, 4000,
5000, 6000
4. rmll speed (kts) — 20, 25. 30, 35. ^. ^5, 50
'%•%•! Paarload vs Spssd for Varying Specific Propulsion Weights
Figure 20 indicates the range liaitations of hydrofoils. For small
displaeisnt hydrofoils such as the PHM, range at a huUborne orulse speed
of 20 knots is liwitert to around 1000 m; ranges necessary for trans-oceanic
operation oan be achieved only for displaooMnts greater than 1000 tons.
(subtly greater ranges are achieved foilbome Just past the "hump" speed) •
If,hoiisver9 a nnolsar propulsion plsnt could be designed with 6« - 30.0 Ibm/
8HP, hydrofoils eoold oooBeivably ba designed to acconodate the weight as
shosn in Figaro 21*
3«»>3 Ihielear Weight Dnfl4T f'^r ?>>iP Installation
The rsqnirsd woelsar overall spooifie propulsion weight S, for various
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superocritatii^ propellar and waterJet propulsion syatems. The curves reveal
the extrenely etringent weight requireaents of a hydrofoil* This is further
evidenoed in Figures 2h and 25 idiich show that not only are the overall
speeifie propulsion weights low, but the required shaft horsepower are
too. This low required ^.for a low shaft horsepower will be seen later
to be especially disadvantageous sinoe «ost overall specifio propulsion
weights increase as shaft horsepower decreases. Table 11 sumnarizes the
liidts of ^for Roelear propulsion plant installation on hydrofoils.
3.5 SBS AnslysU
1.5«1 Desoilption of Model
The surfSOS effect ship was analoTsed through utilisation of the
Rosenblatt and Sons SES design weight equationrand L/D curves. (RIO).
The cushion pressure to length ratio P.. /Lc • was fixed at 1.5 and
le /be at 2.0 The following were specific inputs:
1. Pull lo«l displaosMnU (tons) ~ 1000, 2000, 3OOO, 5000,
10,000
2. Specific propulsion weight (Ibn/SHP) — 5» 10, 20, 30, 50,
100, 120
3. Range at 40 knoU (m) — 1000, 2000, 3OOO, ifOOO, 5000,
6000
4. Full speed (kts) — Ii0, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90, 100
The specific ships snaljsed are described in Table 12. (Note for ^ - 5000
tons, eushicn pressure >300 Ibf/ft** which is a technological linit ~





























230 12 ilO 19
230 ^5 20
230 12 45 17
230 50 19
230 12 50 14
750 ko 37
750 12 ko 28
750 ^ 32
750 12 45 24
750 50 27
750 12 50 20
1,278 40 44
1.278 12 40 35
1,278 45 36
1,278 12 45 28
1,278 50 31
1.278 12 50 23
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'\*^»2 PaYloti ve Sp—d for Varying Specific Propulaion Weights
Although the SIS is very nuoh range linited like the hondrofoil, the
SES can achieve apeeda even up to 100 knota aa ahoMn in Figure 26, with
oonparable hydrofoil weight fraction payloads* The reaaon the SES can
negotiate theae apeeda, trith higher payload weight fractions than the
hydrofoil, is attribatable to three reaaona detailed in Appendix B.
Firat, the SES does not encounter aa great a weight irestriction as
the hydrofoil. The hydrofoil, it ahould be noted, pays a heavy weight
panalty for the foil ayatea. Although the SES must provide lift fan power,
thia weight fraction doee not increase for higher displacenenta as quickly
af the foil weight inereaaea on the hydrofoil* Secondly, the drag of the
low le /^c SBS la lower past ^5 knota than for the hydrofoil due to the
fact that frictional drag, the najor part of the drag, ia conaiderably lower
due to leas wetted surface area. Thirdly, the preaent aize liadtations for
the hydrofoil Halt the hydrofoil to about 1500 - 2000 tona, considerably
below the 5000 ton liait for low 1^ /^c ^^ designa. This size linit further
complicates providing weight for fuel on the hydrofoil. As seen in Figure
2i, the 5000 ton SES with ^- 10.0 Itan/SHP can afford about a 500 ton pay^
Isad (10^) at 100 knots naTianw auatained apeed, for a 4000 nn range at a 40
knot cmise speed, quite a cariTing i^proveaent over the hydrofoil.
The endurance liaitation, as for the hydrofoil, however, still exists
for the SES. Bxanination of Figure 27 reveals that if a nuclear 5000 ton
SES with 4;- 20.0 lb /SHP could be built, a 700 ton payload could be pro-
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•^.^.l Nuclear Weight Dowains for Ship Installation
Figures 28 and 29 sumnarize the required nuclear overall specific
propulsion weight S» and the required shaft horsepower ( including lift fan
power) for various displacements and full speeds. Comparison between these
figures for the SES and similar figures for the hydrofoil again reveal the
more strii^ent weight restrictions of the hydrofoil. For a 12^ weight frac-
tion payload and 40 knot full speed, a 1000 ton hydrofoil would require a
<• - 18. Ibn/SHP, whereas a 60 knot, 12^ payload, 1000 ton SES would require
a ^- 23. Ibn/SHP.
Figures 30 and Jl also reveal that for the higher displacement SES's
^e shaft horsepower increases to very high levels. This fact may further
bracket the feasible SES because as shaft horsepower grows, most certainly
the cost will too, until a cost limit is reached. The limits for installing
nuclear plants on an SES are summarized in Table 13.
3.6 Limitations of the Cowmter Models
The models utilized have definite limitations since they are not true
synthesis models. All models were weight models so no checks were made
with respeet to volume and/or stability. The weight models should, how-
ever, provide good estimates for the hydrofoil and SES since they are very
much weight limited ships. In addition to being weight limited, the high
performance ship is also stability limited due to its shallow draft and
most oenventional displacenent ships also simultaneously volume and stability
Usdtwl.
Most World War II vintage ships were "weight limited" in that heavy
projectiles and gun systems controlled the design. With, however, the
ttEhrent of electronics and increased habitability standards topside, naval
88

















































































2,000 12 60 30
2,000 70 31
2,000 12 70 25
2,000 80 26
2,000 12 80 22
2,000 90 21
2,000 12 90 17
2,000 100 17
2,000 12 100 14
5.000 60 44
5,000 12 60 36
5.000 70 40
5,000 12 70 33
5,000 80 36
5.000 12 80 30
5,000 90 30
5,000 12 90 26
5,000 100 26
5.000 12 100 20
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shipe b«oane voluna and stability limited. "Volume limited" means that
every useable oubio foot of apaoe inside the i^ole envelope of the ship,
including the superstructure is housing an essential function. Additional
space would require increased dimensions. "Stability limited" means that
the ship just meets minimum accepted stability standards such as Goldberg
it Tucker (05)* Any addition of weight topside, for instance, would require
increased beam or ballast weight low in the ship.
An effort was made to investigate viable ships with weight fraction
payloads froa tero to 12^ since beyond these limits, the weight equations
suffer from feedback inaccuracies. For instance. Weight Group 3 is a strong
function of the payload, but the parametric weight equations utilized for
this weight group were primarily a function of SHP and/or z:^ , assuming a
nonial payload weight fraction of 9 - ijfif* True point designs would have
had to e^>loy successive design iterations to accurately access the effects
of greater weight fraction payloads.
It should also be noted that since the conventional displacement ship
and the hydrofoil weight models were based on actual ships with exception
of the HOC, whereas the SES and HPD6 due to the state-of.the-art had to
be based on design sttidies, meaning that the SES and HPD6 models may be
overly optimistic.
3*7 Swmanr of Nsnral Architectural Results
Through a computerised sensitivity analysis utilising parametric
Height equations, the effects of the propulsion plant on high performance
ships were examined. Possil-fasled plants and nuclear propiasion plants
of various specific propvdsion weights were examined to determine the
9^

iffeota of Bp—A and range on payload weight* The analysis substantiated
Jie fact that for high perfonaance fossil-fueled ships, their extremely
reight limited nature dictates light weight gas turbine plants to afford
jlaquate payload, range, and speed. The hydrofoil is the most severly
reight limited ship due to the heavy price exacted by the foil system weight,
idch increases as displacement increases.
Dcnains for installing nuclear plants on these ships with 12^ payload
reight fraction are summarised below:
1. Conventional displaoenent ship





2. Hi^ performance ship ( supercanritating propeller)





3* Hydrofoil (subcavitating foil, supercavitating propeller)







k. SES (l«,/b^- 2.0, P^ /Lc." ^'^f oupercavitatlng propeller)





Three additional points should be made. First, the general trend,
•8 far as the domains for installing nuclear propulsion plants on ships,
indicated that higher weight nuolear propulsion plants can be accomodated
only by increasing displacement and/or decreasing speeds. However, the
high perfomance ship analysis indicated that utilising high performance
design criteria as embodied in the design of hydrofoils might possibly
allow 120^ - 400 id increases specific propulsion weights, assuming there
are no structural loading problems. And lastly, if a waterjet propulsion
systmn is substituted for the supercavitating propellers, the reduction in
in propulsive ooefflclent increases the shaft horsepower to such an extent
that specific propulsion weight must be lowered 6 to 30 Ibm/SHP depending




NAVAL NUCLBAR SPECIFIC PROPULSION WEIGHT ANALYSIS
In chapters two and three the domains for Installing a nuclear propul-
lion plant on a ship were examined, this next chapter will explore possible
iuclear propulsion plants for use on high performance ships in terms of their
ipecific propulsion weight and shaft horsepower. Also in this fourth chap-
sr these plants are exanined to determine their potential in terms of pay-
oad weight fraction, speed, and displacement for the particular ship types.
.1 Weight Minimiaation in Nawral Nuclear Propulsion Plants
Extensive effort has been devoted to weight minimization in the present
aval loop type pressurised water reactors. One avenue has been through
ankine cycle parametric optimisations, i.e. selecting the optimum turbine
xhaust pressure, main steam temperature, ayerage coolant temperature, and
oolant pressure to achieve minimum overall plant weights. Furthermore, the
oolant flow rate, number of core passes, the number of reactors, and the
amber of loops per reactor have also been examined in detail to achieve
Inimum weight within the restrictions of safety and other design considerations.
An example explains qualitatively one of these optimizations. If the
arbine-exhaust temperature or back pressure is increased, the main condenser
turbine sise is reduced at the expense of plant thermal efficiency. The
Bcessary increase in heat output to maintain a constant shaft horsepower
iturally requires sise, capacity, and weight increases in the condensate,
ledwater, and heat-generating systems and equipment. In a fossil-fueled
i
!Unt the effect of efficiency is felt primarily in fuel economy, but in a
iiclear plant the most important effect is the increase in the size of the
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BAcior, atean generators, and coolant systam. These oomponsnts are not
nly heavy in themselves, but any increase in their size is reflected in
ncreases in the sise and weight of the coolant system shielding. The
esult is a net increase in overall weight for the plant as the back pressure
ncreases, as shown in Figure 32. Figures 33 - 35 suimnarize other typical
aval pressurised water reactor parametric optimizations* (Kll)
To effect drastic reductions in the overall nuclear specific weight,
Imever, the energy generation portion of the nuclear system must somehow
U reduced since it accounts for over one half of the overall specific
{opulsion weight &•• The energy generation portion includes the reactor
id its shielding. If an exandnation is made of the four variables which
Fiaarily influence the shielding weight, which accounts for about 509f> of
te energy generation weight, an mrenoB for weight reduction will be revealed.
1. Radiation levels outside the shielding
Extensive studies have been made to determine the weight savings
pssible if allowed radiation (10 CFR 20) levels were increased. However,
tan if the radiation levels were increased three-fold to lethal doses at
ti surface of the reactor shield, only a 10^ shield weight savings would
>3ur. (Rll) Although some studies in the nuclear powered airplane project
Aitemplated schemes in tdiioh Just the passwiger compartment was shielded,
tiLs does not af)pear feasible for a naval ship that must be maintained at
Ni for long periods. Therefore, with the knowledge that weight savings are
11 and in recognition of recommendation that radiation levels be kept as
^' as practicable due to the uncertainty of somatic and genetic radiation
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2. Mat»rial8 for shielding
The radiations of primary concern biologically are fast neutrons and
^anna rays. Although the hydrogenous shield materials are light, most of the
reight of the shield is occasioned by the requirement to attenuate the gamma
*Kliation* Although the aawunt of material i^uired depends upon its exact
composition and upon the energy of the gamma radiation, one may use a thick
rail of light material ( such as water or concrete) , or a thinner wall of
leanrier material (such as lead), but the total weight of the wall will be
early the same in any case. A shielding material of high density such as
ead can be packed close around the reactor to lower the weight* However,
hen the additional structural material required to support this concentrated
Bight and to supply the structural strength that lead lacks, the weight
nrings are negated.(Rll).
3. Type of fluids used to cool the reactor
Since the reactor coolants contain activation products which must be
tielded, lead, bismuth, various organic flxiids, and helium have been siiggested
coolants since they are nearly nonradioactive in the pure state. The
oblam though is that corrosion, impurities, and possible fuel clad failures
ill mean that some radioactive sources in the coolant loops will be present.
11)
k* Plant and ship arrangewent
Propar arrangement of the plant systems and compacting the core is
tbably the most plausible direction in which to reduce weight yet maintain
I required standards* If the reactor is kept as compact as possible through
r reactor weight density and high reactor power densities, the reactor
«ht WtK will be minlmieed*
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HheiHI PtK^ 7.^7x/0-^ 3//^r>^^, ^iV,):. *ktr^^/
SHP • shaft horsepower
l^"* thennal cycle efficiency
Pi- reactor weight density (Ibm/ft )
p^o reactor power density (W/tt )
laprovenents over present nival reactor values of W^^ might be provided
J high temperature reactors such as the He and Na - cooled fast reactors,
here are exanples disoussed further in Section 4.3 • Another method is to
roup the Nost radioactive sources close together around the reactor with
ess radioactive components outside of then and/or eliminate the need for
secondary shield. As opposed to the loop type naval pressurized water
sector the Integral type Babcook & Wllcoac "CNSG" (H3) and the Combustion
ngineerlng "UNXMOO" (H3) designs eliminate the need for a secondary shield
Y containing the reactor core and c<mtrol rods, steam generator* pressurizer
lean space, and all internal supports for the core, steam generator, and
mtrol rod drive line within the reactor pressure vessel.
Therefore, cores can be conpaeted by going to high temperature, high
;3wer density systeow. Since primary shield weight is proportional to the
ibe of the reactor radius, shielding weight is decreased also. For the
itegral pressurised water reactor, another method to reduce weight is to
icoup the piping, pressurizer, and other primary components within the pressure
'wsel and thus eliminate the requirement for secondary shielding.
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k7 w^thad f«gU>r Propulaton Wight inalawia
!• aliOMi in Fi(pir« 36, possible imelear propulsion plants can ba
tokan down into thraa Major autadlvisiona:
1* Bnarcr sanaratioa group~ tha reactor core, reactor
eeolant loop piping, reactor support components, and the
heat es^ianger where applicable
2« Kneggy eon»eroion graupe ~ the cycle energy conversion
ethod (Rankine eyole, aagnetohydrodynonics, etc.)
3* Bnenor ti sniiaaion group~ the nethod utilised to change
anersy into the iritip propulsion force
Pfttra 36 suHBsrises pessibls analysis routes; the numbers indicate a
I
frtieular systen as ai—laidaad in Tables IJ^ -> 16. For instance under
is>vy gansrstien, the nuaber one (1) indicates the preasurized water reactor
ISfVy generstion aethod.
The weight estination rslstionships shown in Tablea 1^ - 16 were
Irived frea a oensensus of arioos referenced sources. The weight estimates
\t the ensrgy generstion groups were given as a apeoific weight, i.e.
ttnalised by shaft horsepower for a given themal efficiency. The energy
snrersion and the energy transaission group weights were a "best" estimate
ilae or an eqiustion that providsd results consistent with various sources.
I> Miosld be eaphssised that the relationships were grou estinates in that
ley lisre in nest eases only power dependent* Furthemore, as detailed in
Ipendiz C, waight sstiastss were also asde for repair and propulsion
•erating flidd weights, weight for edllision/structural bulkheads, added
dght for foendattiens, and added weight for the increased electrical
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Aftar this infomation had been collected, combinations of the energy
eneration, energy oonvereion, and energy tranamieeion groups were analyzed
o detemine their conpatability. For the compatible combinations, a cycle
ffioieney was estimated based on the inlet turbine or magnetohydrodynamic
enerator inlet temperature and the type of cycle. Finally, the overall
pacific propulsion weight &» was determined for the given shaft horsepower
f aiding the specific energy generation weight ^^the specific energy coiw
»rsi<m weighty, the specific energy transmission weight 4i«, the specific
ipair and propulsion operating fluid weight 4i,, the specific weight for
I>lli8lon/structural bulkheads Stt^' • specific added weight for foundations
^g^'t ttid specific added wei^t for the increased electrical requirements
'•here c c «.
«4i "^ 'Saa -*- ^Aa * Sji^ * «Ja = (4,3)
Roall from Section 2«4.2, for the fossil-fueled ship S^' AnU S;,'—^
le« ^« ^ ^^ for the fossiL-fueled ship*
S 'S Bnenty Generation Qroup
The raaetor systems investigated are briefly described in this section




.'^^l Presmri»<d Water Reactors
The naval pressurized water loop reactor was described in section 2.4.1 •
he weights were estimated from the Russian summary of U. S. sulxnarine
esign (B6). In addition there are two integral type reactors that show
ronise, the Babcock & Wilcox "CNSG" (H3) and the Combustion Engineering
UNIMOD" (Hk), The integral type reactors achieve greater compaction by
ploying a self-pressurized reactor with the heat exchanger located within
tie reactor vessel. The elimination of external primary loop components
Bdttces the radioactive volume requiring shielding and, hence, the shield
Lse and weight* The *'CNSG" is somewhat heavier than the "UNZMOD" since
le "CNSQ" shielding surrounds the containment and pressure suppression
nwber whereas the "UNIMOD" design relies primarily on shielding next to
le pressure vessel and inside the containment vessel. There is no decisive
ihrantage of one PWR reactor over the other. Weights were estimated from a
i;udy done by Bauman (B2)
.
^ 3.2 He-Cooled Fast Reactors
A He-cooled fast reactor adopted by the Office of Naval Research for a
peliminary design of co^>aet reactors ranging from 100 MW to 400 HW was
€anined. (F2) Appendix C contains a detailed design data and weight listing
Id oonpact core configuration for this reactor.
^3.3 Na^Cooled Fast Reactors
In another study by the Office of Naval Research, a Na-cooled fast
rictor preliminary design was exanlned (F2). Due to the presence of the
rlioactive isotope Na in the primary coolant it is particularly inadvisable
t attempt a direct cycle liquid sodiua magnetohydrodynamics cycle. Therefore,
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int«ni«diat« heat exchangers for a helium gas turbine conversion system and
magnetohydrodynamlcs were also sized. Appendix C contains a detailed
eslgn data listing and major oonponent weight breakdown*
.3»^ Molten Salt Reactors
I
In a study by A. P* Fraas, (R2) a series of molten salt reactors were
KtPilned. Appendix C contains the weight breakdown for this high tea^eratiire
I
lergy generation source*
^3*5 He-Cooled Water Moderated Reactors
inlying technology developed for the Aircraft Nuclear Propulsion
]*ogran between 1951 and 19^1 to the design of a nuclear plant for merchant
nip. General Electric developed the GE 63IA Mark V design. The 63IA is a
Igh temperature, gaa-cooled (helium at 83O psla), water moderated plant
liat can produce steaa at any desired level of pressure and temperature up
1» 1500 pslg and 1000 F* Overall thermal efficiency of the plant using
i,
tie highest stems conditions Is 33*7^; weight of the containment vessel and
Is contents and external shielding is about ^0 tons for a 27,300 shaft
tirsepower plant*
'< 3.6 He-Cooled Graphite Moderated Reactors (R2)
A study of an advanced light-weight reactor was carried out by a team
Westlnghouse and Los Alamos Laboratory engineers and scientists* A
Sa|M.te fuel element reactor based upon the NERVA program and a closed




The nain helium flow path is shown in Figure 37. Reactor outlet
ionditions of 1700** F and 1500 psia were chosen to provide an attractive
yele efficiency which can be achieved within the expected capability of
uperalloy materials without requiring cooling of the turbine blades*
The molecular sieve and cooled charcoal bed reduce the activity in the
rlaary system due to fission products irtiich may be released by the nuclear
ael* The essentially clean helium from the charcoal bed is returned to the
jrele during steady state operations or relieved to storage volumes to
ehieve power output reduction (with the reactor autcmatically controlled
9 maintain the desired temperature) • Helium can be valved from these storage
9liaie8 into the primary flow path at the low pressure compressor inlet to
Meve a power increase. The emergency cooling sjrstem removes decay heat
Lthont external power and transfers the heat to its own intermediate heat
rinsfer system and thence to ambient air through heat exchangers. Heat
ijection from the preooolers and intercoolers is to an intermediate heat-
ransfer system which in turn rejects heat to seawater through a seawater
lat exchanger • The nuclear reactor along with the two power conversion
lekages, radiation shielding and containment are shown in Figure 38. This
dt at the 140,000 SHP rating is 32 feet long, 18 feet wide, and yk feet
4^* The anxiliaries, not shown in this figure, are estimated to require
,700 oubie feet additional TOlume. Cross sections of the 70,000 SHP
war ccmversion module and the 3OO HVf reactor subsystems are shown in Figures
' «id 40. A variation of the system employing a horizontal arrangement as
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k,k EnTgy Convraion (Groups
Six energy conversion alternatives were considered for light-weight
nuclear propul8i<m plant power production. The options considered were
the Feher cycle, the potassium vapor turbine, steam Rankine cycle, liquid
metal magnetohydrodynamics , U1MHD & gas turbine dual cycle, and Brayton
turbomachinery •
k,k,l Rankine Cycle
The steam Rankine cycle was examined due to the great level of
experience with the pressurized water reactor steam cycle. The limiting
factor with respect to this cycle, however, in designing light-weight reactors,
is the fact that primary coolant must be highly pressurized and invariably
turt>ine inlet steam tenperatures will rarely ever exceed 1000 F. Examination
of various fossil^fueled and nuclear Rankine cycles revealed that the specific
conversion weight was about 9 Ibm/SHP for fossil-fueled plants and increased
to about I'f Ibm/SHP for nuclear plants* The weight increase for nuclear
plants was due to the fact that the nuclear plants had higher endurance
requirements dictating higher reliabilities and the steam conditions were
such that moisture separators were necessary.
k*k»Z feher Cycle .
The F^er cycle is a supereritical cycle that use 00^^ as the working
fluid. This cycle was not considered due to the fact that its BO F condensing
temperature was below many regions the Navy would operate in. Furthermore,
the high pressure (4000 psi) OOj^was deemed quite objectionable.
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t^.i^.l Potassluw Vapor Turbine
The PotaBslum vapor turbine was also rejected since Its condensing
tevqserature Is such that the primary use of this cycle would be In a
i
topping cycle with steam as the bottoming cycle. A binary cycle would be
'ar too complex and heavy for light-weight nuclear applications*
»«4>4 Liquid Metal Magnetohydrodynawlcs
Liquid Hetal Magnetohydrodynamlcs (IHMHD) energy conversion systons
rere conceived In the early 1960*s as compact power systems for use In
ipaee. Although the two phase generator can be utilized In Rapklne, Brayton,
>r supercritical cycles, the Brayton cycle with maximum temperatures In the
'ttige of 1000*. 2000* F was the only (me considered due to Insufficient
OMwledge of the other two.
As shown In Figure kZ, the cycle uses an Inert gas as the thermo-
tynamlo workii^ fluid and a liquid metal as the electrical conductor denoted
•espeotlvely, by g and 1 In the figure* In operation, the gas and liquid
ire mixed, and the mixture enters the generator lAiere the expansion of the
;as drives the liquid across the magnetic field and generates electrical
lower. The two leases are separated and both are returned to the mixer
iirough separate loops. The gas |4iase passes throiigh a regenerative heat
ixehanger, a reject heat exchanger. Is oonpressed In a multistats compressor,
und thmi passes via the regenerative heat exchanger and the heat source to
iie mixer* The liquid is reolrculated back to the mixer via the heat source
Vf means of a noszle dlffuser system.
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The «8tiiutt«d weight of m LMMHD conversion system based on the
Office of Naval Research eatinates (R2,P5) is in the range of 5 Ibm/SHP
irith direct thermal to electrical conversion possible.
i»,if.5 Brayton Tnrboatachinery
Brayton turbomachinery with helium as a working fluid was deemed
particulars good for high temperature light-weight reactors. Weight
sstimates from various sources (R2, RIO, S?) indicated about 2«5 Ibn/SHP
lould be required for this conversion system.
^.4.6 IHMHD and Tha Qas Turbine Dual Cycle
This system is only a slight variation of the basic LMMHD system,
ty using a gas turbine to drive the coaipressor as shown in Figure 42b, a
lignificant improvement in cycle performance can be achieved » although the
ipeeific conversion weight is still about 5 Ibm/SHP.
•5 Energy Transmission Groups
Bsanination of various energy transmission groups for propeller and
aterjet systems was also effected •
.5>1 Reduotion G—rs Fixed Pitch Propeller
Examination of oonventi<mal articulated and locked-trains gears and
he more recent planetary gears along with various fixed pitch subcavitating
nd supereavitatlng propellers was effected. The helical locked train double
aduction gears was based on (H3, G14) and examination of existing gear
irstems irtiich indicated about 9*2 Ibm/SHP was required. Planetary gears
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•aatly r«duo« this required weight as was indicated by a weight estimating
>niula in (RIO),
The propeller was a gross specific weight of 0.9 Ibm/SHP (M?, Ql^,
RIO, H3)* It should be noted this transmission system provides
a propulsive coefficient of about 0*7 for surface ships.
5>2 Reduction Gears Variable Pitch Propellers
The variable pitch propeller with its control system was substituted
!r a fixed pitch propeller for another transmission group. This was
leessary for certain group conbinations (Brayton turbomaohinery) , to provide
rirersing Ciqf>abillty« Although this eliminated reversing turbines or
r/ersing gears, the weight tradeoffs were more or less equal for the fixed
>teh propeller systea and the variable pitch propeller system. The variable
xbeh propeller including servo motors and ancillary equipment required 1*7
Lli/SHP.
» l.3 Water.iet Pump
The waterjet produces thrust by accelerating water to achieve a net
itinge in the moamntvoi of the fluid equal to the thrust generated. The
Hie components of a waterJet propulsion system are (1) an inlet, either
*• or flush, to ingest water and usually an associated inlet diffuser to
tuee the velocity and Increase the pressure of the fluid; (2) a duct,
'heh transfers the ingested water to the pvmp and can also further diffuse
^ flow; (3) a pump, driven by a suitable prime mover, i^ich increases the
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ressure and velocity of the water; and (k) b. discharge noKzle, irtiich
urther increases the water velocity and can be movable for purposes of
teerini; control. Weight estimates were based primarily upon the surface
ffect ship waterJet weight estimates. (RIO)
Transmission specific weight - [b.28 (SHP) + 1200j /SHP (k,k)
WaterJet Specific Weight • MO [(SHP) x 10*^ /SHP (4.5)
Although the waterJet transmission system generally weighs > less
h§n a propeller transmission system, the propulsive coefficient of from
»k to 0.5 greatly increases shaft horsepower and consequently energy
meration and conversion weight and fuel weight.
.5*4 Superconducting Generator and Motor
At veiy low temperatures, in the order of 4.2*K, the resistivity of
srtain materials disappears. These superconductoirs have current carrying
ipaeities up to three orders of magnitude higher than conventional con-
actors, allowing great weight and volume savings.
For shipboard installation, a constant speed prime mover drives a
fnchronous generator with a superconducting field winding. Cooling of the
iperconduoting field is provided by circulation of liquid helium. A
leuum region surrounding the windings and thermal radiation shield serves
I the principal means of insulation. A cycloconvertor, which changes the
•itput frequency, is the primary mems of speed reduction and control. A
imchronous motor, similar to the generator, c(»pletes the system. This
i
r>tor operates at a aynohronous speed for a fixed frequency and, as the out-
Itt frequency from the eyoloeonverter varies, so does the speed of the motor.
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Inoludad in this aystan la the oryogenlo plant whioh provldaa liquid
Blim to the ganarator and notor to maintain the low temperature neceaeai-y
yr ai^Mroonductivity. Other comfwnents include a transmission bus to
ranaait the g«ierated electricity to the cycloconverter and motor, a
raking resistor for dynamic braking, and miscellaneous switches and controls.
The weight estimates listed below for this particular transmission were
lised on the studies done hy Oreenft(013) and the SES program weight estimates
itlO). This systen was used with Tarious propulsors to provide propulsion.
supERCxatDDcrms specific weights
Supereonducting generator 0*39 Ibm/SHP
Superconducting motors 1.17 Ibm/SHP
Helium Uquefier systeai O.23 Ibm/SHP
Braking resistors 0.0? Ibm/SHP
Transmission bus 0.01 Ibm/SHP
Cycloconverter 0.51 Ibn/SHP
2.38 Ibn/SHP
* 6 Viable Nuclear Propulsion Alternatives
cmbinations was made and the wei^ts totaled to determine the overall
aeeific propulsion weight for various shaft horsepower ratings. (See Appendix
Cfor a detailed weight breakdoun of each of these systems) . Figure 43 shows
te high weight plants, Figure 44 the intermediate weight plants, and Figure






















































































S.VB SHP SUWWY TOR VARIOUS REACTOR SKSTB1S
3TCTEM FIOURE 20.000 SHP 200.000 SHP
111 (uiHit,) 43-1 IW "2
111 (e,?.'*,^) '*>2 119 97
iiir>.rr-*.^) *>3 "* ''
lll(/?/rrnP 'S-'* 92 72
111 (>.5r;Sc«/) '>5 98 66
m(A"2::zj) 'x* 63 38
<fll CoV.Vj^S) "^^ 78 54
^11 (St:^;^'^) Wi-8 43 29
-sii (St::;"'') 1A.9 so 36
iJi CS^r;','') ^s-io 39 19
3^t C'Si::,""'^ ^j-ii 38 20
351 ('^^.TjT'^ '*5-12 33 "
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The fiffttres reveal that at the low end of the shaft horsepower speotruro,
±9 overall specific propulsion weight S» increases due to the minimum practi-
!al sises of components. At the high end of the shaft horsepower spectrum,
S« decreases until it reaches sons asymptotic limit beyond which point
omblnations of lower shaft horsepower plants must be utilised and the
omalised weight essentially r«iiain8 constant. Table 1? sunraarizes the
esults of the figures for existing systems and for expected advances
tilising superconducting generator electrical systems, planetary gears,
tid advanced collisicm systems* (See Appendix C for data on advanced colli-
ion systems).
In most cases, if a waterJet propulsion system is substituted for the
uboavitating or supereavitating propeller transmission, only a few Ibm/SHP
Lfferenoe results*
i7 Effects of Huclear Plants on Ship PTformance
To determine which nuclear plants might be feasible from a weight
tandpoint with various vehicles, the nuclear overall specific propulsion
weight j,versus shaft horsepower figures were st^^rimposed upon the S«
laits versus shaft horsepower for the various ship types analyzed in Chapter
t figures H6 • 52 show these results*
.7.1 Ship Panswter Limitations
First, note should be made of the existing state of naval nuclear
I'opttlsion weight limits* For existing naval pressurized water reactors, as
<« be seen in Figure k6, for a 850O ton conventional displacement ship, such
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ncrease sustained speed to 28.5 knots, displacement would have to be
ncreased to 10,000 tons to maintain a 12^ payload.
,7.2 Potential Benefits
Now note will be made of possible benefits to be accrued if certain
eactor systems were married with certain vehicles. To read the plots, for
nstance in Figure 46 for the B & W "CNSG" (Expected Advances-Propeller),
i
ote where the dark lines and dotted lines cross. Then draw a line
arallel to the ordinate until it crosses the abscissa. This indicates
tiat for a 69,000 SHE B & W "CNSO" nuclear propulsion plant installed on
6000 ton ecMtventional displacement ship, a 29*3 knots sustained speed can
» attained for a 12^ paylo«d.
Although the current naval pressurized water reactor restricts ship
Lmits, if advances to the plant such as planetary gears and superconducting
iinerators could be effected, it would allow as shown in Figure k6 decreasing
dsplaoenent to 6900 tons for 12^ payload at 28 knots or increasing maximum
iistained speed to 30.7 knots for a 85OO ton displacement ship with 12f>
Ityload. If the integral type Combustion Engineering "UNIMOD" with
<:pected advances were substituted for the NPWR, (Figure 46) it would allow
13000 tan conventional displacement ship with 12^ payload to attain a
'J knot maximam sustained speed.
However, direct cycle propulsion plants such as the He-cooled fast
iiaetor, the indirect cycle Ni^cooled fast reactor, aiKl the gas cooled
faphite moderated eipthemal reactor offer the greatest potential for
]ght-weight propulsion systems. For example, utilising the graphite




Increasing maximum sustained speed in a 2000 ton conventional dis-
placement ship to 33 knots with a 12jf> payload or 40 knots in a 4000
ton conventional ship with 12^ payload
Allow a full speed of 42 knots to be achieved for a 1278 ton hydro-
foil with a 12?fc payload, employing a superdavitating propeller
Allow a full speed of 90 knots to be achieved for a 2000 ton low
Vl^SES with 12^ payload, employing a supercavitating propeller
As can be seen in Figures 4? and 48, if the marriage between the point
.cads of reactor systems and the low density structural materials such as
iluminiim could be effected, the reactor weight limitations of conventional
lisplacenent ships could be lowered. In other words, high performance
iesign standards provide Bieaaures for making more weight available. No other
pecific conclusions should be drawn from these figures since the HPD6 is
uch a developmental design at this tine.
Among the high performance ships it can readily be seen that for
resent hydrofoil limits (Figures 49 and 50), putting even the most advanced
ight-weight reactor systems on board will be extremely difficult. The
ES (Figures 51 wl 52), on the other hand, appears to be a viable candidate
n terms of weight restrictions with no degradation of expected payload or
peed capabilities required. The only drawback to the SES reactor integration
ay be due to cost limits since the SHP requirements translate into such
igh costs. This may further bracket the maximum low le/b^SES to 3000 tons,
ince 80 knots requires 145,000 SHP with a supercavitating propeller system.
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k^8 Summary of Nuclear Propttlsion Weight Analysis
Through a systematic breakdown of potential light-weight nuclear pro-
pulsion systems into energy generation, conversion, and transmission group-
ii^s, possible nuclear propulsion systems were analyzed in tenns of their
overall specific propulsion weight and shaft horsepower. These plants were
then examined to determine their potential in terms of payload weight fraction,
speed, and displacement for the particular ship types.
Sumarizing the overall specific propulsion weight £• for different
propulsion systems at 20,000 shaft horsepower and £efor 200,000 shaft horse-
power reveals the possible system approaches for achieving weight reductions
for nuclear propulsion systems.
He<vy-Weight Reactor Systena
1* Nanral pressurised water reactor system (NPWR):
20,000 SHP S»^ 1^ Ibm/SHP
200,000 SHP *.- 112 Ibm/SHP
2. NPWR with superconducting electrical generating syston,
planetary gears, and advanced collision system (expected
advances)
;
20,000 SHP ^- llif Ibm/SHP
200,000 SHP ^o- 92 Ibm/SHP
3* Babcook & Wiloooc "CNQS" with expected advances:
20,000 SHP £.-92 Ibm/SHP
200,000 SHP «,- 72 Ibm/SHP
Intermediate-Weight Reactor Systems




20,000 SHP S,' 80 Ibm/SHP
200,000 S}flP 5.-36 Ibm/SHP
2. Combustion Engineering "UNIMOD" with expected advances:
20,000 SHP S»' 63 Ibm/SHP
200,000 SHP S.- 38 Ibm/SHP
3* Molten salt reactor with expected advances:
20,000 SHP S," 43 Ibm/SHP
200,000 SHP S,' 29 Ibra/SHP
Light»Weight Reactor Systawa
!• Direct cycle He-cooled fast reactor with expected advances:
20,000 SHP <5.- 39 Ibm/SHP
200,000 SHP *•- 19 Ibm/SHP
2. Indirect cycle Na^cooled fas-^ reactor with MHD conversion:
20,000 SHP S.' 38 Ibm/SHP
200,000 SHP *,- 20 Ibm/SHP
3* Indirect cycle Na-cooled fast reactor with Brayton turbo-
machinery conversion:
20,000 SHP «S.- 33 Ibm/SHP
200,000 SHP «5.- 17 Ibm/SHP
4. Graphite moderated gas cooled epithermal reactor
20,000 SHP <S.- 41 Ibm/SHP
200,000 SHP S," 15 Ibm/SHP
The heavy-weight reactor systems can only be installed on high displacement
c<iventional ships. The intermediate-weight reactor systems can be installed
01 escort size conventional displacement ships, and on the surface effect ship.
H<rever, the high temperature, high reactor power density systems such as the
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.rect cycle He-cooled fast reactor, the indirect cycle Na-cooled fast
^aotor, and the gas cooled graphite moderated epithermal reactor offer the
•eatest potwitial for light-weight nuclear propulsion systems on all high
>rformance ships except the hydrofoil.
Anong the high performance ships, for the hydrofoil limits, putting
en the most advanced light-weight nuclear systems on board will be
itrenely difficult* The low length-to-beam surface effect ship (SES)
ipears to be the most advantageous high performance ship in terms of weight
,






Before one is prejudiced to the conclusion that there should be "full
peed ahead" with developnent of light>>wei£ht nuclear propulsion systems, an
camination must be made of the design compromises which are associated
Lth these reduced weight systems. It must be remembered, for instance, that
tie aircraft derivative gas turbine had to be marinixed to find a place in
la marine environment* This chapter will examine some of these tradeoffs,
urine restrictions placed on reactor systems, and will outline a means by
lich the feasibility and practicality of the proposed light-weight nuclear
|t>pulsion plants can be determined.
>1 Naval Reactors Design Considerations
As opposed to the more common use of nuclear reactor systems in
i^ationary electrical power plants, the marine nuclear propulsion system
vpoBBa many other design considerations due to the effects of the marine
•rvironment; the fact that the plant is mobile, thus possibly exposing
l*eater populations; the fact that a ship is subject to collision; and the
ikct that ship notions impose differing structural loadings as opposed to a
(.ationary plant* Specifically, the marine reactor systwi must:
1* Consider watertight division, stability, fire protection,
bilge pumping, fire extinguishing, electrical installations,
steering gear, astern power, collision barriers (safety
aspects of the particular ship design)




3* Provide a volumetrically restralnod oontalnment to
consider the following:
a. maximum credible pressure buildup within the
oontalnment due to an accident to the nuclear
system
b. maximum credible internal missile accident
c. location as regards collision or grounding damage
d. rupture of piping, ducts, or similar components
connected to and passing through the containment
e. external fires and explosions on board the ship
f • fires within the containment
g» sinking of the ship until salvage
h« forces due to ship motion (increased loadings and
effect on reactor characteristics)
!• removal of decay heat in the event of loss of
coolant circulation and provision for preventing
the reactor core from melting through the contain-
ment
J* leakage control and measurement of coolant leakage
rate
4. Not adversely affect the bending moment of the shlp( point
load distribution ccmslderatlons)
5* Take Into account sea water corrosion, Including corrosion
of various structural elements of the ship: hull, bilge,




7. Provide the following systems outside the containment
(safety considerations):
a. emergency power
b. hydraulic power for hydraulic control systems
c. control room including:
i. reactor control
ii • instrumentation
ill* primary system control




viii. containment closure control
6. Take into account weight, volume, and stability limltness
of ships irtiich bring dangers closer together
In addition, adapting the reactor systera to a naval ship imposes even
:irther design considerations due to the fact that the reactor system is
•qposed to possible wartime conditions, and must be maintained on occasion
I ray from logietlo support in forward areas. In addition to the above
onsiderations, the nacval reactor must alsot
!• Be maintainable away from logistic support for long periods
(much longer operating periods than for a oommercied nuclear
ship transporting goods between t%io ports)




3* Be able to nake frequent power changes (naval ships must
conduct anti-submarine chases, plane guard, etc., as opposed
to the commercial nuclear ship which essentially can mairw
tain a constant speed)
4. Be extremely reliable; otherwise, the stay time of the
nuclear plant is negated (the mission endurance at top speed
of the naval nuclear ship is much greater than the commercial
nuclear ship)
5* Provide manual control backup/local remote for emergency/battle
operation; provide redundant systems (a necessity for a naval
ship to provide adequate damage control in battle)
08 the design of a nuclear plant for naval ship propulsion deserves
lose attention to many design features aside from weight considerations.
\ Z Reactor Figure-of-Merit
To J\idge the various proposed and existing reactor systons as a function
> specific propulsion weight, a figure-of-merit %rill be described that
axidies the basic design philosofAiy of the naval nuclear propulsion system,
Kslusive of weight considerations. The Figure-of.Merit is meant to be a
^ilue system" by which one Judges the quality of a given design decision.
h' instance, with respeot to a ship system, the following might form the







• Vulnerability and sarvivability
• Innovation
• Nonobsolescence
Figure ^3 shows the breakvqp of the proposed Figure-of-Merit (FOM).
e value of the FOM is nade up of fifteen effectiveness elenents ^ich are
ighted according to their relative importance. For instance, effectiveness
Bfflent "safety** would undoubtedly be weighted the highest. Then the
^re-of-Merit becomes:
FOM - vjt'(s^Ai^) ^ Ki Y;tJ;iin.V.O - ^3 -c^'^-^'t^in^i^iiiiy)
* w„
. r*p;A,*r".i ^ (5.1)
The effectiveness elements are further subdivided into effectiveness
It-elements for further definition. A standard value X; corresponding
<the accepted effectiveness sub-element norm, the "tried and true** naval
•iitsurised water reactor, is determined and an achieved value of the syst^n Y;
<be evaluated is also determined. These values should be determined as a
lult of very extensive studies such as the Rasmussen WASH - 1400 (A3) study
^oh compares, for the instance, the probability of loss of coolant accidents
c various reactor systems* Therefore the final FOM now becomes:
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The values X; and Y; can be assigned in a most analytical manner but
. should be pointed out that the weighting factors W^and determination of
m number of effeotlyeness sub-elements oan be very subjective In nature.
r Instance, If W; • 1000 were the maximum weighting factor and W; 1
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Of course, a panel of oxparts might quantify this ranking quite
Ufferently than the author did above. Before any figure-of-merit is
rinally used, however, there should be a general agreement as to what are
the priorities, say for a high perfomance ship application. By priorities,
ILs aeant ranking jAiat is to be traded off first as opposed to what is to be
traded off last.
5.3 Reduction of Reactor Systeis Weight
The proposed Figure-of-Merit or some facsimile of It could be used in
in extensive study to compare the weight reducing reactor systems proposed
Ln this study to assess the viability/feasibility of these concepts,
ilthough such a study has not been oonpleted, some estimative Judgments
lave been made to demonstrate the type of curve that can be generated \then
bhe values of the FGM are plotted as a function of the overall specific
>ropulsion weight ^« . As shown in Figure 51, the probable trend would be
^at as &• decreased, the FON would decrease. In other words, decreases in
the nuclear propulsion plant weight would trade off many of the factors in
the POM suoh as safety, aocessibility, etc.
Deteraination of a minimom acceptable value of the Figure-of-Merit
roold establish a S*lliait for high performance ships. This £« limit would
identify for each particular high performance ship the allowed displacement,
taxlmum speed, and payload weight fraction. Furthermore, it woxild bracket
^e particular light weight nuclear propulsion systems to best invest
tesearoh and Development effort as shown in Figure S-f .
>«4 Su—anr of Remctor Tradeoffs
Althou^ many of the reactor concepts of Chi^ter 4 sqppear quite





j^ wmy saorifio* vital reactor elamenta such aa safaty, rallability, and
maintainability. An extanaive atudy auoh as the WASHING study should be
effected to deteraiine the effect of decreasing S, on reactor deaign elenents
by eonparing the various systeas in a Nuclear Reactor Figure-of-Merit*
If a lower liait of the Figur»-of-Merlt could be determined, then for the
required overall specific propulsion weights the light-weight nuclear






The folloirlni; ovsrall conclusions have been obtained:
1* PossiL-fueled high perfonianoe ships such as the surface
effect ship and hydrofoil require high specific powers and low
specific propulsion weights. For fixed fuel weight fractions,
endurance varies inversely with specific power, so high
perfomance ships are therefore endurance limited, i.e.
they have low "stay" caqpability.
2* Present naval pressurised water reactors require the following
overall specific propulsion weights:
(a) specific Bachinery weight • ^ shp ^ - S^.
(b) collision/structural bulkheads and increases in
propulsion foundations • —
'^'*^^shp ^ ^t'
(o) increases in electrical machinery weight directly in




This translates into an overall specific propulsion weight
S»- Sji-^ Sf *Sy^\2Q Ibn/SHF for installing a naval pressurized
water reactor on board a typical ship*
3« For increasing ship displacements and decreasing maximum
speeds, higher weight nuclear propulsion plants can be
aooomodated on board ships. For conventional displacement
ships with a 129I weight fracti<m payload the following over-
all specific propulsion weight limits exist:
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For a Series 64 monohull high performance displacement ship with a
25f weii^t fraction payload enqploying a supercavitating propeller:





For a hydrofoil with 12^ weight fraction payload employing a 3i4>er-
airitating propeller:





Fbr a low length-to-beam surface effect ship with 12^ weight fraction
9|rload employing a supercavitating propeller:
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PiirtherMore, If a waterJot propulsion system is substituted for
the supercavitating propellers, the reduction in propulsive
coefficient increases the required shaft horsepower to such
an extent that the overall specific propulsion weight must
be lowered fron 6 to 30 Iba/SHP depending on ship type,
displacenent and speed.
4. Utilisation of high performance design criteria in the non.
propulsion features of the ship as embodied in the design
of hydrofoils provides weight savings that allow for greater
specific propulsion weight nuclear plants to be installed*
5« The current naval pressurised water loop reactor weight
-
limits restrict conventional displacement ships to a maicimum
sustained speed of 28 knots for a 8500 ton displacement with
12^ weight fraction payload. Advances to this plant such as
planetary gears and superconducting generators would allow
decreasing displacement to about 69OO tons for 12^ payload
at 28 knots or increasing maximum sustained speed to 30*7
knots for 85OO t<Ki displacement ship with 12^ payload. If
the integral type Combustion Engineering "UNIMOD" reactor
with planetary gears and superconducting generators were
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substituted for the naval preaaurized water reactor, it
would allow a 3OOO ton conventional diaplaoement ship with
12^ payload to attain a 30 knot maximum auatained speed.
6. Sumarizinj the overall specific propulsion weight So for
different propulsion systems at 20,000 shaft horsepower
and S» for 200,000 shaft horsepower reveals the possible
systen approaches for achieving weight reductions in nuclear
propulsion systems;
Heayy~Weight Reactor Syatews
!• Naval pressurized water reactor system (NPWR)
:
20,000 SHP S,m lifO Ibm/SHP
200,000 SHP *.- 112 Ibm/SHP
2* NPV/R with supercavitating electrical generating
system, planetary gears, an advanced collision systems
(expected advances):
20,000 SHP «S.- 11/f Ibm/SHP
200,000 SHP <J.- 92 Ibm/SHP
3. Babcock & Wilcox "CNSO" with expected advances:
20,000 SHP S. - 92 Ibm/SHP
200,000 SHP ^•- 72 Ibm/SHP
Inter—diate-Weight Reactor Systems
1. Water moderated He -cooled reactor (GE 63O-A MK V)
with expected advances:
20,000 SHP ^.-80 Ibm/SUP
200,000 SHP ^.-36 Ibm/SHP
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2« Conbustion Engineering "UNIMOD" with oxpeoted ttdvances:
20.000 SHP S»m 63 Ibm/SHP
200,000 SHP 5.- 38 Ibra/SHP
3* Molten salt reactor with expected advances
1
20,000 SHP 5.- 43 Ibm/SHP
200,000 SHP 5.- 29 Ibm/SHP
Light-Weight Reactor Systewe
!• Direct cycle He-cooled fast reactor with expected advances:
20,000 SHP <$.- 39 Ihn/SHP
200,000 SHP S,m 19 Ibm/SHP
2* Indirect cycle N»>cooled fast reactor with MHD oonversion:
20,000 SHP <y.- 38 Iboi/SHP
200,000 J.- 20 Ibm/SHP
3* Indirect cycle Ni^cooled fast reactor with Brayton
turbonaohinery conversiont
20,000 SHP 5.- 33 Ibn/SHP
200,000 SHP S,m 17 Ibra/SHP
k. Graphite moderated gas cooled epithermal reactor:
20,000 SHP S, - kl Ibw/SHP
200,000 SHP <y.- 15 Ibn/SHP
7* The heavy weight reactor systens can only be installed on
high displacenent convwitional ships. The intermediate-weight
reactor Bystema can be installed on escort size conventional
displacement ships and on the surface effect ship. However,
the high temperature, high reactor power density systens
such as the direct cycle H^-cooled fast reactor, the indirect
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oyole Na-cooled fast reactor, and the gas cooled gra^phlte
moderated epithermal reactor offer the greatest potential
for light-weight nuclear propulsion systems on all hl|(h
performance ships except the hydrofoil.
Among the high performance ships, for the hydrofoil Se
limits, putting even the most advanced light-weight nuclear
systems on board will be extronely difficult. The low
length- to-beam surface effect ship (SES) appears to be the
most advantageous high performance ship in terms of weight
,
space, and performance*
8. Although many systems such as the gas cooled graphite epi-
thermal reactor appear feasible from a S. standpoint, for
use on all high performance ships, the overall reactor
safety, maintainability, reliability, etc*, so important
to a naval reactor are suspect* An extensive comparative
study of all the proposed light-weight nuclear pix>pulsion
systems should be effected to determine the possible
deleterious tradeoffs made for weight in terms of safety,
reliability, maintainability, acoessibility, etc.
62 Reoo—ended Future Investigations
Baaed on the results of this study the author was unable to conclude if
nslear propulsion could be applied to high performance ships such as surface
•Tect ships and hydrofoils and to small conventional displacement ships*
Aiiltlonal research would have to be contributed to answer many questions irtiich
n<re arisen as a result of this study* The following recommendations for
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utur« investigatlona relating to light-weight nuclear propulsion applications
o high perforaance ships are made:
!• Conplete a detailed study of collision barriers for possible
light-weight nuclear propulsion systems*
2* Complete a study of the problems and effects of various
weight nuclear propulsion plants on foundation weight, e.g.
the marriage of nuclear reactor point loadings on aluminum
structure! found in high performance ships.
3* Conplete a study of the volume and stability effects of
nuclear propulsion systems on high performance ships.
4* Conplete a detailed design integration of various proposed
light-weight nuclear propulsion plants into h^ie^h performance
ships.
5* Conplete a detailed study of the more promising light-weight
nuclear propulsion plant concepts to determine performance
in such areas as reliability, maintainability, availability,
safety, etc. Then conduct a probabilistic fault-tree analysis
comparing the light-weight nuclear propulsion plants to
determine their viability/feasibility.
6* Conplete a cost/performance estimate of light-weight nuclear
propulsion systems and high performance ship integration to
determine if a small, high performance ship would be more
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R«pr«s«ntativ« nmrtl ship typ«8 are presttitad herein including the
ipeeifio poirerfl for Chiqpter 2 analysis. Also the fossil-fueled and nuclear
:niiser oharaoteristios are included* (Section 2.^.2)
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DD 931 17.5 418 33 4,000 70,000 14 in Class
DDG 31 16.9 418 35 4,200 70,000 4 in Class
DDG 2 15.6 437 35 4,500 70,000 23 in Class


















85,000 10 in Class
85,000 9 in Class
85,000 9 in Class





CG 10 6.9 664 673 33 17,500 120,000 3 in Class
CLG 3 6.9 600 610 32 14 ,600 100,000 6 in Class
CON 9 4.6 721 30 17,400 80,000 Nuclear
OVA 41 3.3 900 979 33 64 ,000
OVA 59 3.0 990 1,039-4 7 35 78,000
CVR 63 2.9 990 1,047-72 35 80,800
CVAN 65 3.1 1 ,040 1,123 35 89,600
CVAN 68 2.9 1 ,040 1,092 35 91,400
212,000 3 in Class
280,000 4 in Class
280,000 3 in Class
280,000 Nuclear
280,000 Nuclear--Possible 3 in Class
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PCH-1 6,600 120 Calm 48 55 High Point Built
\GEH 28,000 320 Calm 87 87 Plainview Built
PGH-1 3,600 58 Caljn 50 62 Flagstaff Built
PGH-2 3,200 58 50 55 Tucumcari Built
































/oyageur 3,400 45.5 58 75 Built
7501
/iking 1,700 16 58 105 Built
JR-N3 3,900 41.5 81 93 Built
>R-N4 13,600 202 75 67 Built
m.7
Wellington 3,400 57 75 60 Built
JES lOOA 11,200 126 92 89 Built
>ES lOOB 13,500 105 92 128 Built
FEFFA 18,800 170 50 110 Designed
lEFFB 18,800 177 50 105 Designed
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2 twin Terrier surface to air (MK 10 Mod 5)
if
- 3 in. 50 caliber ( twin)
1 ASROC 8 . tube launcher
2 triple torpedo tubes (MK32)
2 geared turbines; 85000 SHP, 2 shafts
4 B & W
396 (31 officers, 365 enlisted) including squadron
staff
NTD6
SQ3 - 23 bow Mounted sonar















TABLE A^ (M3 )
OOM 25 (Bainbrldge)
7600 standard, 8580 full load




4 . 3 in. (76 Hi) 50 caliber (twin)
1 ASROC
8 tube launcher
2 triple torpedo tubes HK 32
2 geared turbines approximately 60,000 SUP; 2 shafts
2 pressurised water reactors £U2(} (GE)
30
approx 450 (26 officers, ^25 enlisted)
SQS •> 23 bow Bounted sonar
SPS - 52 3-D, SPS.10










OP » 26 (B»lkn«p ol—•)




1 twin T«rrl«r/ASRDC launcher (MK Ip McnI 7)
ASRDC
2 tripl* torpado tubes (MX 32)
1 5 in* 5^ oaliber dual purpose
2 3 in. (76 Ml) 50 caliber anU^alroraft (single)
lelioeptert 1 SH.2D UMPS
(ain Bnfiaes 2 ffssrad turbines (OS)
85,000 SHP, 2 shsfts
k>Uer8 k Babooek and Wilcox
Ipaad (knots) y^
V>^ila»ent 418 (31 offioers, 387 enlii
EUctronios 3Q$ - 26 bow nounted sonar
NTD6
















OQM » 35 (Tmxton cIms)




1 tidn Terri«r/ASROC lannoher MKIO Mod 7
Chaffroo
1 5 in. (127< m) y** oalibor dual porposo
2 3 in* (76 m) 50 oaliber kjk
if MK 32 fiz«l toipodo taboo
Holiooptoro
2 goor tux^inoo
60,000 SHP; 2 ohafto
2 PWR D2D (01)
30f
•pproDclaatoly 500 (35 offloors, ^5 onliotod)
bow aoontod SQ3 - 26, NTDS, SPS - 48 3JD and SPS.10




Thia App—MllT eontains details of the oonputor paroietrio weight
dels need In Chapter 3* After speeifloally detailing hov the apeoifie
el conemytien vaa Modeled in Section B-1 , Section B->2, B-3, ^k, and
5 elaborate on the apecifio ship type weight aodela and explain why
suiting trends noted in Chapter 3 oeoured.
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Bl SPECmC FUEL O0M3UMPTION HODKL
To dot«ndn« the bomable fuel (95)^ of the total fuel weight which
•n be pmpmA froM the fael tanks by the fuel transfer syateoi) two formlaa
•re utilised.
Conrentional DisplaosMent Ship
Hifh PerforManoe Ships (Breqpiet Forantla)









weight of fuel (tons)
endurmce power (shaft horsepower)
rsnge (m)
endaraftce speed (kts)
full loal displMSMnt (tons)
spseific fuel oonsuaption (Ibn/SHP hr)
f(propttlJion plant type, P^ /P^ )
installed power
To analyse the fossil-fueled ships, a survey of propulsion planta
!« (L2) was used for the ooaputer Models where Table B-1.1 suanarizes the
liSttltS.
Plguree &-1.1, B-1.2, B-1.3, and B.1.4 sunuurize SFC versus P. /P^ where:
i* * 5*0, 10.0 are gas tni^ine plants
^•* 20.0, 30«0 are steai plants
£• " M>*0 are MediuM speed diesel plants
£•• 100.0, 120.0 are low apeed diesel plants
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!• fl«ur«s w«r« g«n«rat«d hy atudylng for tha gas turbin* and steam plants,
iiipresantativs ships and thslr SFC for varying P^/P^ ratios. For instanoa,
li tha casa of tha DD.963. tha four installed 1142500*8 (80,000 SHP) operate
I. ainiaun SFC s O.ifl Ikm/SKP hr at P, /P^* 1.0, i.e. when the endurance
iieed s aximum speed. If the spaed of the ship were decreased to a 6,400
i
IIP reqoirenant, prestnably, the ship would be relying on two gas turbines
derating at 3200 SHP each. The SFC • 0.76 Ibn/SHP hr for Pc/Pc- 0.8 at
ills point. A siailar plot was aade for the steam plant.
The diesel plants were based, however, on horsepower versus RPM for
Ipioal propeller load ourves as< contained in (H3)
•
[2.1 CcHvantional Displace«ant Ship Details
The oonventional displaoamant ship weight model was based on the




where L • ship length between perpendiculars
A" full load displaoeiMnt
Cv« volometrio coefficient
V - A ( y^*S9?) " volumetric displacement
B - L/(L/B) (B2.2)
D - B/(B/H) (B2.3)
where B * ship ba«i
L/B • langtlwto-bemi ratio
D « ship draft
B/H - bao^-to-draft raUo
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To tiiid«rstand the ovorall speoifie propulsion w«ight limits that
rssultsd in Chsptsr 3f ons aust sxanine the oomrsntionsl displscsnent ship
irsight fraction breakdown in Figure B2.1. It can be seen that for a 12^
ireight fraction, since the weight left can be used for fuel and the propul^
Bion plant, increasing displacenent will allow for a higher weight fraction
for the fuel and propulsion plant.
Examining the power required for certain naxinua sustained speeds as
A function of 4& in Figure &->2.2 reveals that speeds above 30 knots require
^•ry high shaft horsepower. Since propulsion weight -^x SHP, high speeds
and high specific propulsion weights take greater and greater weight fractions*
Furthermore, for the fossil-fueled convwitional displacement ship, the
fuel weight fraction also impacts upon the weight left for the propulsion
plant as shown in Figures B2-3 through B2-6. Since the fuel weight fraction
decreases with increasing ship displacement for a certain cruise speed, the
higher displacement ships can therefore accomodate longer ranges for a
certain plant type. It should be noted that although the low speed diesel
plant in Figure B2-6 has the lowest fuel weight fractions, due to its low
SFC, the fact that this plant*s $« 3; 100.0 - 120.0 Ibm/SHP, greatly negates
the saorings in fuel.
B2.2 High Performance Displacement Ship Details
The high perfoxvance displacement ship was a hypothetical design based
on the Series 6k Model 4803 monohull displacement hull (Yl). The ship was
designed to the HOC hydrofoil design criteria, idiioh as seen in Table 32- 1,
i^)osed much more stringent weight and volume allowances, as opposed to

















































































































































To detamine the ship dimensions:
^A
_
r (£.)(3^.'i<^lXB/H)CL/^)^ 1 "^
(B2.if)
where C^" block coefficient - /l^ Ta^Ct ^
'he beam and draft were determined as before.
To determine the power requirements, a Series 64 calculation based on
.he ITTC line and a residuary resistance input of Table 2, reference (Yl)
'or this model was made. After a 10^ allowance for appendage drag and a
correction factor of 23.755^ including lOjt margin, propulsive coefficients
!
>ased on a consensus of sources shown in Figure B2-7 were utilised to get
the power requirements shown in Figure B2-8.
Since this ship was based on implying hydrofoil design criteria to
surface displacement monohulls, constant weight fractions corresponding to
the HOC were utilised as shown in Figure B2-9* This is of course unrealistic,
3ut the purpose was to analyse the effects of high performance design criteria
}n a Series 64 displacement hull, not synthesise a design. HOC design
sriteria and the FFQ7 design criteria are compared in Table B2.1.
Again, analysing the weight fractions for the HPDS reveals why certain
propulsion plant weight limits exist. Although the HPDS is a more efficient
null at higher speeds than the conventional hull, the high shaft horsepowers
requix*ed at the higher speeds dictates low £,in the range of gas turbines,
rhis can be readily seen by adding Figures B2-10 and B2-11 for various full
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PERPORMANCB PARAMETERS FOR HOC AND FFQ-7
ittll structure speolfio weight (Ibm/ft^)
Iain propulsion spsoific irsight (Itasi/SHP)
luxiliaries speoifie weight (Ibm/ft )
Sleetric plant specific weight (Ibm/KW)
ihip systems specific weight (Ibn/ft )
)ther ship operations specific weight (Ibm/ft )
labitability specific weight (Ibn/man)
'•rsonnel stowage specific weight (Ibn/maiwday)
lain propulsion specific volume (ft'/SHP)
Luxiliaries specific volume (ft^/ft*)
Slectric plant specific volume (ft'/KW)
•hip systems specific volume (ft' /ft )
>ther ship operations specific volume (ft*/f^
abitability specific volume (ft* /man)
ersonnel stowage specific volume (ft' /man-day)
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l8 much lower than for the stipercavltating propeller, the waterjet
propulsion aysten requires aore weight since the shaft horsepower requlre-
nents are so muoh greater.
B2.3 Hydrofoil Details
The hydrofoil parametric weight nodel was based on the PHN and the
HOC design. The 230 ton PHM drag curves and weight fractions were used to
represent the mininua displacement hydrofoil and the 1278 ton HOC drag
curves and weight fractions for the maximum displacement hydrofoil. Since
no 750 ton hydrofoil existed, the drag and weight fractions curves shown
In Figures B2.12 and Table B2-2 were fitted to fill this gap.
Figure 32-13 shows the hydrofoil weight fractions that resulted. It
should be noted that the foil system grows to about a Z% weight fraction
at 2000 tons, a growth that forces design reductions in other areas in
order to produce a feasible ship*
As in the case of the HPDS, the fossil-fueled hydrofoil is limited to
gas turbine plants, as can be seen by analysing the hydrofoil power require-
ments and fuel weight fractions. For the hydrofoil displacements examined,
takeoff speed is 25 - 30 knots. Therefore, utilixing for the propeller
version a separate hullbome subcavitating propeller and a foilbome super-
oavitating propeller and also examining a waterjet system, SHP versus ^
was predicted as shown in Figures B2-14 and B2-15 (propulsive coefficients
were based on^a consensus of sources and are shown in Figure B2-16.) Although
the shaft horsepower is not high, the waterjet propulsion does greatly increase
veight fraction requirements as opposed to the superoavitating propeller as






































































































































































































However, Figure B2-19 reveals the most loportant parameter - range.
Cor small hydrofoils suoh as the PHM, range is limited < 1000 nrn* Only in
lie higher displacement hydrofoils (I3OO tons) oan even ranges i^proaohing
^OOnm be attained,
\2A SES Details
The surfaoe effect ship model was based on a >^e/ic - 2.0, Pe/lc" 1*5
iES analyzed in reference (RIO). Utilising these weight equations revealed
i weight fraction breakdown for a typical supereavitating propeller SES as
ihown in Figure B2-10 (Propeller systems utilised rudders and waterjet
lystems utilised ventral fins for steering and stability.)
An analysis of the power requirements and fuel requirements for the
SES sgain reveal the requirement for light-weight plants, or lower speeds,
[he lift-to-drag curve shown in Figure B2-21 was utilised along with the
)ropulsive coefficient curve in Figure B2-22 to yield SHP versus a for super-
eavitating propellers (Figure B2-23) and for waterJets (Figure B2-24) . It
Ls these high shaft horsepowers that moreover drive the weight restrictions.
is oan be seen in Figure B2-25, ranges are indeed limited for a set csuise









































































































DETAILS OF NUCLEAR PROPULSION ANALYSIS
This Appendix details some of energy generation system design data, and
weight breakdowns for the different nuclear systems. First in Section Cl-
the design data and weight breakdowns are detailed for the helium-cooled
; reactor, the sodiuawcooled fast reactor, and the molten salt reactor
>eotively. In Section C4, the different compatible syston combinations
outlined. In Section C5i weight estimating relationships for the repair
s and propulsion fluids, collision barriers, propulsion foundation increases,
electrical power increases are determined. Section C6 details for the six
;r reactor systems, the overall specific propulsion weight breakdowns.
21^

FIGURE Cl'l Co^i^^U Coy^^ De.si^n Cc^Ajur-^^ion
^ P.V. 2 Carbon Steel ^ ^ cm
Ar -»-
P.V. 1 Carbon Steel
Hg or Na
/ BcO - Shield
-J
He or Na -».
J. BeO - Shield
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Ken c tor 10.1 17.0 25.0 2S.0
Co:»;rnl ;i:i.; r.nff;y
Syston 2.1 3.5 4.7 5.8












































'rorii".ii».!V>' l)os:,'.n l»;ir.i ff.v Nn-Coolc.l Rcictor













Rene tor Core '.'.'t.
[ Rcccvcv Vessel Wc.
Total Rc.ictor Kt.
Core Povcr Dens.
Unit 100 v:;:\. 200 M'.;t .^00 f'.V.'t
1
400 ir.vt
cm 63.5 66.0 69.0
1
71..'; j
cm 63.5 66.0 69.0 71.5
'
cm 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
CI4 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0
cm S.O 5.0 S.O 5.0
i
en 91.5 9-1.0 07.0 99.5
cm 195.6 202.5 210.7 217.6
cm 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
en 93.5 96.0 99.0 101. .s
cm 197.6 2o;.5 212.7 210.6
ton 3.3 3.7 4.3 4.7
ton 0.782 0.805 0.c;43 O.S.'S
1
ton 4.6 5.1 5.7 6.2 1
MW/l 0.497 o.sr.6 1.163 l.."93
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r4SiC cj<a Avor..;;c Con; N\iivvon I'liix Tor Na-cooUi! lu-.'jctor (^'3




100 Mv.t 2.S5 X 10 i.o:> X 10 1.32 X 10
l« IS IS
200 .v:wt 4.00 >: 10 1./.5 X 10 1.85 X 10
IS IS IS
500 >:;vt 5.50 X 10 1.90 X 10 2.43 X 10
)•• IS IS
400 MWt 6.30 X 10 2.28 X 10 2.91 X 10
r/l8LC CJ>J rvol ir-.ir..-iry Pv-si:;:! cT ll-tyiK-» ]v.x<r.::Ci'.'.::Zc V.x for Nr.-coolcd Rc.icto:
Cou;)led wilii i".::5 (i:e)-iiirbinc rower Co:u'crs:&:; S)5:c:n (p^)
l\ibo sit'?: Ti'nr.T.n'a. IM -iCftii-in, Tf»nC<OTv, Pfr-Io p-^ja, 7=1.'. fps
Shell siJc: Ti-inC'iM, Pia'/iC! v.:-.:."., Tf-lOr/./H, Pf-T-'O psja, V^120 f;.r
Fubo avi\;n-v:.-.o:-.-.:: C:)-0.37r., I .n.-0.3C ii, Stainless S:ccl^ :-..::::3 of tin:. .Ai lUi'Cu;<












Ust i :.;.•. tc! llx CD. ft
Est ir..!tcJ 1!.\ liT.:.th ft
Est it. •.:<•.: ilx vol; *"^ ft'
Ilr.tir.i: cJ l!y ».ci;lit lb
- .
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100 ^:•.•.T .?0») .^l'.•."r 300 .XV.T ; 400 X.-.T
Y-ShivUI (Ph) 6.0
207.2
6.3 6.7 ! 7.0
211.1 2)7.1 222.0
Ncimca shielJ (iVjC)
2 167.9 173.4 177.6 IS2.0
(Mto:.)
5 1.^0.0 134.1 139.0 144.0
Rcactox- (Mton) 4.6 5.1 5.7 6.2
1
' Control .ir.il S.ifcty
Syfltcn (Mto:0 2.1 3.5 4.7 S.S
licit rxcha-i:;cr (Mton) IS. 2 24.0 31.8 39. J
VJl!) I IN 5 * (Mto-.i)
1 22. S 40.4
1
56.5 ; 72.0
Reactor i\:~-a (Mtor.) 'V, 1.0 2.0 3.0 1 4.0
Pipi:),". SybTor.1 (Mton) "X/ 40.0 56.6 69.3 5,0. (i
liX Shield .-:vJ Mine. Wi.
^




316.1 36-;. 2 407.6 1 ',','.. !
32:>.7 • .•>;;i.6 • 4.>2.3 * :77... •
local Roncior
2
276.8 .>2V.5 ->f.S.] ! •.ij;. 1
28*.. 4 • ".1.^.0 • 392. w *
• T •- ; •
Sul.b.vstc:. V.ci;',!;t (Mton)
3
25S.9 2f.5.2 3:; 9..'. ^O.'i . 1
246.5 • 301.6 3.=i4.2'
1
>r.:i.: •
Net Outjjiu Po'..c;* 1
(r|.0.".l) IIP 55,000 iio.noo Km:,9P0
i
2VJ.J-.OO
12.64 .7.30 5.I.: : 4.<»S
,
1 12.95 • 7.63 • 5.77 • i 4.77 •










9.56 S.76 4.40 1 3.*-*
9.S6 * 6.00 • 4.73 ' 3.50 «
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0? WEIGHT ESTIMATINO RELATIONSHIPS
To estimate the repair parts and propulsion fluid weight requirements
I* many of the nuclear systems, representative specific weights for various
iiventional fossil>fueled ships were analyzed and a factor of three allied
i
fioe nuclear ships operate at endurances about three times that of fossil-
iiled ships. This translated into 6.1 Ibn/SHP for repair parts and propulsion
prating fluids.
Estimating the weight necessaiy for collision/structural bulkheads was
Jided into two different relationships. For conventional protection systems
ih as installed in the SS Savannah . 250 . 3OO tons were required depending
1
rthe actual plant length. This protection system was designed based on a
ibabalistic impact energy study siuunarized in (R8).
However, a more exotic collision syston was also estimated based on
!2)t an empirical peripheral collision protecti(m structure study for an
itic SES. Protection schemes included such energy absorption mechanisms
(collapsible tubes, automotive type air bags, flxiid shock absorbers, and
(m core sandwich panels. Figure C5-1 shows the energy absorption capability
J several such components shown in decreasing capability from the most
iicient (buckling tubes) to the least efficient (foam core sandwich panels).
Jure 05-2 suamarizes the weight for a 500 ton Arctic SES utilizing buckling
ipod tubes. Assuming a velocity of impact for the impacting ship (most high
irgy ships are jS 30 knots) and eight feet of collision barrier either side
ithe containment vessel, Figure C5-3 was generated.
It should be noted that numerous high impact studies were done for the
Jplane nuolear power (ANP) program which proved that light-weight collision
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To determine the inoreased weight neoeesaiy for foundation weight to
iructurally support the point loads of nuolear reaotors, a study was made
the various factors affooting foundation weights. The faotors causing
dnamie loads are as follows:
1. Vibration of the ship structure
2. Vibration of the noxmted unit
3* Variable thrust or torque
k. Shock
The faotors causing static loads are as follows:
1« Deadweight of component
£• Ship motions in a seaway
3* Gyroscopic reactions of rotating machinery
4. Thermal deflections
5* Steady state reactions
len exsiiining several similar nuclear ships and fossil-fueled ships revealed
*iat there were indeed weight increases as ^j^inoreased. The higher i^ forces
I'eater weight increases than for the lower plants since one of the requir»-
iints for the nuclear systems is that the primary components be supported on
lie common structure so as to minimize opp>osing motions due to the ship
rorking" in the sea. Therefore, higher S^ imply greater containment length
inBtene and more weight for the structural bed. Figure C5-^ describes the
isults of this analysis.
Lastly, to account for the increased weight due to electrical machinery
> support the propulsion plant, similar nuclear and fossil-fueled ^lips were
:ain compaied to determine a difference. Furthermore, an estimate was made
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